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1966 Reviewed: A look at some media events 

Changing Face of Employment 
Acquisitions, mergers and shutdowns of media companies 

gained momentum in 1985 and spread feverishly. 

Most changes occurred in metropolitan areas with large 

black and Hispanic populations. The number of major media 

outlets offering a variety of viewpoints shrunk, and concerns 

spurned on whether jobs would be cut and efforts to 

desegregate newsrooms would be deferred or shelved. 

These were some major deals this year: 

Gannett bought The Detroit ME VS from the Evening Mews 

Association. Gannett and Knight-Bidder owned Detroit FREE 

PRESS, claiming huge losses, sought a joint operating 

agreement (independent news departments but combined 

business departments) from the federal government. But 

there was local public opposition to the proposed merger and 

a decision was pending.The Hearst-owned Baltimore 

NEWS-AMERICAN folded and several days later 

Times -Mirror (parent company of the Los Angeles TIMES, et 

al) announced it was buying The Baltimore SUN.The 

Louisville COURIER-JOURNAL & TIMES were bought by 

Gannett.The St. Louis GLOBE-DEMOCRAT was the second 

big city daily to die this year after a bond financing plan 

failed.RCA, parent company of NBC, was purchased by 

General Electric. The new owners announced cutbacks and 

layoffs. Layoffs were also occurring at other networks, CBS, 

still hurting from fighting off hostile takeover attempts, and 

ABC, which is under new ownership (Capital Cities).The 

Dallas TIMES-HERALD, battered in a circulation war with 

the competing MORNING NEWS, was sold by Times-Mirror to 

publisher Dean Singleton, owner of mostly small, 

conservative newspapers in New Jersey and California.A 

study this year reported that jobs were up at newspapers 

despite the shrinking number of places to work. 

International Sceae 
The anti-apartheid struggle accelerated in South Africa 

and the racist regime tried to squelch foreign press reports 

of repression and unrest. Three times in 1986 the 

government clamped restrictions on journalists with threat 

of imprisonment or deportation. The most recent restrictions 

were last month. A Los Angeles TIMES correspondent was 

told to leave, the fifth foreign journalist expelled since 

June.The U.S. Justice Department filed a criminal 

complaint against Michigan publisher John P. McGoff on 

charges he failed to register as a foreign agent. In the 197Os 

McGoff attempted to buy the now defunct Washington STAR. 

In 1979 the South African government acknowledged it 

delivered $11.4 million to McGoff to buy the STAR and take 

other steps as part of a $72 million propaganda campaign to 

improve Pretoria's pro-apartheid image. The revelation led 

to the resignation of Prime Minister John Vorster. The 

recent criminal complaint was filed against McGoff after 

attempts to negotiate a civil settlement failed.Senegal's 

Amadou-Mahtar M'Bow, director general of UNESCO (United 

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation) 

declined to seek a third term. He advocated a "New World 

Information Order," contending it would foster more 

balanced and positive coverage of Third World nations. 

Western nations vigorously opposed the proposal saying it 

would lead to government control of the press.Righteous 

indignation flowed in the wake of the Soviet Union's 

detention of U S. News and World Report correspondent 

Nicholas Daniloff, but the U.S. also detained Columbian 

journalist Patricia Lara under curious circumstances. Lara 

was in the State Department's "lookout book" and was 

accused of being a member of a left-wing Columbian 

terrorist organisation that she had written about. 

Career Opportunity L Affirmative Action 
Several studied claimed many newspapers vigorously 

recruited and hired minority journalists. A study by the 

Institute for Journalism Education (IJE) said this year 18 

percent of entry level journalists hired were racial 

minorities. At newspapers with a circulation of 150,000 or 

more, the hiring rate was 40 percent. These upbeat reports 

were tempered by findings from the same study that 

revealed newspapers did a poor job of retaining minority 

journalists and was losing them at a faster rate than they 

were losing whites. A reason: frustration from working 

dead-end jobs and little or no opportunities to advance.A 

handful of experienced black journalists departing The 

Washington POST for other papers prompted the paper to 

study the reason this was happening. The paper learned that 

there was unhappiness about promotions and 

assignments.two new management track programs were 

operating: IJE Management Program at Northwestern 

University and the Multicultural Management Program at the 

University of Missouri. 

National Scene 
Through the year some journalists and civil rights 

advocates were concerned about many young black 

journalists being more interested in "careerism" than using 

their skills and craft to aid the afflicted and 

oppressed.Operation PUSH boycotted Chicago CBS affiliate 

WBBM-TV after Harry Porterfield, a veteran black 

anchorman, was reassigned to make room for a white male 

anchor from network news. PUSH charged that CBS had too 

few black people in decision-making positions and 

demanded changes. The boycott abated when Johnathan 

Continued on PAGE 4 
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Expressions that bind us 

By Michelle Johnson 
BOSTON — "Yours in the Struggle " I smiled recently as I read that 

closing on a piece of correspondence. It's been a while since I've seen 
those words 

Such reminders of The Struggle are hard to come by in these 
conservative times. In years past, the closing was a common one — a 
bond, and a signal that the sender was a concerned and conscious brother 
or sister. 

I suppose it's a sign of the times that I looted on that closing with 
nostalgia. 

Perhaps, I thought, the saying fell out of style along with big fros, bell 
bottoms and wide ties Or maybe I haven't seen it because I just don't get 
mail from "right thinking' folks anymore. Speaking of "Yours in the 
Struggle," anybody remember "Say it Loud, I'm Black and I'm Proud?" 
Well, such terms may sound dated, but the messages certainly aren't. 

Most of us work for white-owned and run media organizations. In order 
to communicate with co-workers and the public we serve we speak 
standard English. If we don't, we either don't make it In this business or 
we find it tough to operate. I imagine this is particularly true of you 
on-air broadcast folks. Of course, not all blacks speak what people who 
study that sort of thing call "Black English" or "dialect." That's certainly no 
crime, just another sign of the times or individual circumstances. 

For those who do use it (and even some who don't) that "other" 
language serves to bind us as a community. Witness the way we talk 
among ourselves at black journalist gatherings, at "just us" parties and 
when it's us around the water cooler" at work. Sounds a little different 
from "This is Jane Smith in Anytown for WXYZ," don't it? 

There's nothing like strolling through the "Winter Wonderland" of the 
newsroom on a bad day and hearing a To, sister! Wha's up?" 

I've heard a colleague express dismay at white co-workers who get 
nervous when a couple of blacks put their heads together at work. 
Holding a caucus meeting? Plotting a takeover," some of them quip as 
they pass. 

I guess in a way it is a plot -- to maintain our natural selves, our sanity 
and our existence in a business where the numbers are so few. 

As for The Struggle, part of the battle is won in the way we relate to 
each other as we go about our daily gathering and dissemination of The 
News. A few words can go a long way to make another brother or sister 
"keep on keeping on." Think about that the next time somebody calls you 
brother or sister at work. After all, what they're really saying is "Yours in 
the Struggle." 

Jobline 

BLACK ENTERPRISE Magazine is 

looking for a copy editor. Must toe well 

versed in grammar and style, minimum 

1-2 years copy editing experience 

required. Knowledge of feature copy 

editing preferable. The magazine is also 

looking for an associate editor. 

Minimum two years news writing and 

editing experience, business writing 

experience a plus. For information 

about these jobs call Sheryl Hilliard, 

managing editor (212)242-8000. Or 

write to BE, 130 Fifth Avenue, New 

York, N.Y. 10011.VCBD-TV, 

Charleston, S.C. is looking for a 
reporter/anchor. Contact Bill Long, 

news director (803)884-2222. Or write 
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Budget Update 

Dec. 15 Balance: $ 70 

New and Renewal Subs- 

crptions: fourth quarter 325 

Subtotal: $ 3?5 

Oct., Nov., Dec. 

Printings. 343 

Balance 

(before Jan. issue) $52 

The last budget update appeared 

in the Oct. newsletter. 

BAN Newsletter is an 

independent 

publication. Its only funding 

source is pxr. 

Benew promptly before your 

subscription expires. 

New readers 

who haven't sent their check yet, 

please drop it in the mail to 

ensure uninterrupted service. 
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JOB LINE /Con‘t 

the station, P.0. Box 879, Charleston, 

S.C. 29402.The STANDARD-TIMES 

(New Bedford, Mass.) is looking for 

experienced journalists -- copy editors 

and reporters and will also consider 

people for training as entry-level 

journalists. Send resumes to Neil 

Roiter, managing editor, to the 

newspaper: 555 Pleasant St„ New 

Bedford, Mass. 02742. The 

Standard-Times' circulation is about 

50,000 and the newspaper is 50 miles 

southeast of Boston.the Camden (N.J.) 

COURIER-POST is looking for a 

part-time copy editor. The position is 

20 hours; workdays are Friday, 

Saturday and Sunday night. Contact 

William Chanin, executive editor, 

<609)486-2401. Or write to the 

newspaper, 301 Cuthbert Blvd., Cherry 

Hill, N.J. 08002.the General Board of 

Global Ministries of The United 

Methodist Church, publishers of Mew 

Vorld Outlook magazine, has these 

openings: Producer/Writer -- Major 

portion of job is writing articles for 

New World Outlook, Response and 

Interpreter magazines, and for 

MissioNews, the board newsletter, and 

producing promotional and educational 

brochures. Coordinator of Consultive 

Services -- Involves coordinating 

production of promotional materials for 

the Advance Fund and develop a 

program of mission education for 

children and adults who work with 

children. Director of Promotion &. 

Utilization -- Primary function is to 

assist in the promotion, advertising and 

utilization of resources produced on 

behalf of the General Board of Global 

Ministries. For information about these 

opportunities, contact George Daniels, 

executive editor. New World Outlook, 

Room 1351,475 Riverside Drive, New 

York, NY. 10115.NEWS DAT is 

looking for a news designer, with art 

and graphic art experience. Salary 

range $500 to $850 a week based on 

experience. Contact Dsn Van 

Benthuysen, senior art director at 

Newsday Editorial Art department, 

Melville, N.Y. 11747. Or call 

(516)454-2187.NEWS DAT hosts a 

job opportunity conference for 

minorities Jan. 23 and 24. It is for 

print journalism. Registration deadline 

is Jan. 10. Contact Reginald Tuggle, 

community affairs manager, 

(516)454-2183. 

B A N. PEOPLE 

As the Iran Arms/Contra Aid scandal 

spreads it seems commonplace now to 

hear officials claiming Fifth 

Amendment rights to avoid 

self-incrimination. E.R. Shipp, ‘79, 

who covers legal affairs for The New 

York TIMES, briefed readers on the 

Anglo-Saxon origins of the 

self-incrimination priviledge in a Dec. 

14 article.Dan Holly, *85, began 

reporting last month for The Miami 

HERALD. He was a reporter for The 

Newark STAR-LEDGER.Reporter 

Bridgette Davis, *86, is now at 

Philadelphia Inquirer New Jersey 

Neighbors bureau, from the Atlanta 

CONSTITUTION. Also joining The 

Inquirer: Idris Abdul-Ghani, ‘83, 

as business writer, from the Louisville 

Times where he was state capitoi 

bureau chief....last month David J. 

Dent, *82, of WGHP-TVdid a two-part 

series called "Life on Death Row," 

reports that marked the 10th 

anniversary of legalized executions in 

North Carolina. Dent noted that while 

North Carolina is a very pro-death 

penalty state, there have only been 

three executions since 1977. He 
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outlined the 11 appeal steps death row 

convicts can use.Alison France, 

‘85, was in the second class of copy 

editing trainees at The New York TIMES 

to ascend to full copy desk posts. Eight 

people have gone through the 

program.In this month's ESSENCE 

Ilagzaine Jill Nelson. *80, gave us an 

inside look at the dangerous and 

destructive world of crack, a form of 

cocaine, that threatens a generation of 

black adults. Said the author: 

"Estimates are that a disproportionate 

percentage of all crack users are 

African-Americans, representing every 

class and profession. The average age of 

these users is 20 to 35 - If crack is 

available in a wide variety of 

communities as the evidence suggests, 

it is most widely available and easily 

available in ours.” In the human 

triumph department, Jill wrote "The 

Man Who Saved Oprah Winfrey,” in the 

Dec. 14 Washington POST Magazine, a 

feature on Ophrah's father, Vernon 

Winfrey, a strict, caring Southern 

gentleman who raised the future 

national talk show host and film star in 

Cue us in: Send us your comments, 

clippings and observations on 

events and trends. 

Nashville, Tenn.this month James 

McBride, *80, begins writing 

newsfeatures for The Washington POST 

'"Style" section. McBride has worked 

for US and PEOPLE magazines. The 

Boston GLOBE and Wilmington 

NEWS-JOURNAL.Last September, 

Afcaa Leslie Hope, ‘77, married 

Louis Ray in Brooklyn, N.Y. The bride 

does public relations work for Corning 

(Glassworks), the groom is project 

director of Special Services for 

Disadvantaged Students at Hunter 

College. 

Name- 

Organization. 

Address_ 

City/State_ 

Subscribe Todau! 

_Title_ 

.Phone_ 

-Zip. 

One year of BAN Newsletter. $ 15; Two years: $25 
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1966 REVIEW/Con't Conservative Journalists Under Fire 

Rodgers, a veteran black television news executive, was made 

vice president and general manager of WBBM In September 

tbe first issue of the new Washington POST Sunday magazine 

ignited fiery protest among many of the city's black readers. 

That issue included a story on a black rap singer accused of 

murder, a column sympathetic to white shopkeepers who 

close their doors to black men because they suspect 

criminality, and no advertising featuring black models. The 

community protested by recalling the magazine -- buying 

the Sunday paper but returning the magazine to The POST. 

POST executives apologized for the offensive first issue but 

the protest continued. Last month and 250,000 recalled 

copies later, an agreement was announced between the 

protesters and the newspaper. 

Slack Press 
In a technological leap. The Baltimore AFRO-AMERICAN 

last spring began farming out its work to a modern offset 

printing facility, offering readers more color, better 

graphics and reproduction.Ernest Edwards, developer 

contracted to rebuild houses destroyed during the 1985 

MOVE confrontation, started a black weekly newspaper. The 

Philadelphia SUNDAY PRESS folded though after several 

months. 

People 
James Hicks, 70, foreign and national correspondent for 

the black press for four decades, died last January in New 

York.Miami HERALD photographer Michel duCille won a 

Pulitzer Prize for pictures of the eruption of the Nevado del 

Ruiz volcano in Columbia.Thomas Greer became managing 

editor of the Cleveland PLAIN DEALER.Jacqueline Thomas 

was promoted to associate editor of the Detroit FREE PRESS, 

making her second in command of the editorial page.Karen 

Howze became editor of the international edition of USA 

TODAY.JohnH. Murphy, publisher of the Afro-American 

Newspapers, retired after 49 years of service....Ronald 

Townsend became ’/ice president/general manager of 

VUSA-TV, Washington (formerly WDVM-TV). 

By Ban Holly 

There has long been argument within the black community 

about the legitimacy of black conservatives. In 1986, the 

debate arose within a subsection: black journalists. 

Like the larger debate, this one has been heated; the sides 

can't even agree on the issue. Joseph Perkins, president of 

Young Black Journalists (formed last January) says his 

group's differences with mainstream black journalists is one 

of approach and not of ideology. Critics call YBJ an "elitist" 

group with a conservative agenda that is, at best, indifferent 

to black progress. 

Perkins insists his job as an editorial writer for The 

WALL STREET JOURNAL does not spill over into the group’s 

political leanings. To Perkins, the issue is that established 

groups such as the National Association of Black Journalists 

don't adequately address the needs of young journalists. YBJ 

is limited to print journalists under 30. 

"Most black journalists start out in smaller papers," he 

said. “Not everyone is as fortunate as I am. Sometimes, all 

they need is someone to talk to." NABJ says Perkins has not 

approached them with concerns about service. 

Perkins described YBJ as a "fraternal organization...8 

formalization of an already existing network of sorts." 

But YBJ‘8 approach is different philosophically, if not 

ideologically. 

"I don't think I have to come here with a special mission to 

interpret my community any more than a black doctor has to 

interpret his community. I have an obligation, but it's not a 

professional obligation, it's a personal one." 

Perkins, 26, said he is bothered that "successful blacks 

feel they have to capitulate" to prevailing thought in the 

black community. 

Richard Prince, an editorial writer with the Rochester 

DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE, last September wrote that 

Perkins and YBJ "feeds fears the group represents more than 

youthful arrogance; that it has ideological overtones. Add to 

that the naivete and a selfish sense of mission that many 

detect in their colleagues." 
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An #ssay: 

Black Journalists 
As News Leaders 

By Betty Winston Baye 

Make no mistake about it. It Is 
vitally important that efforts to 
hire non-whites in entry level 
news jobs be continued. 
Yet, as I contemplate 1967, and 
mull over my own career. I’ve 
concluded that the real struggle 
now isn’t at the entry levels of 
media, but at the upper levels. 
I ’m talking about the levels of 
genuine power; the power to hire 
and fire; the power to set editorial 
tone and content; the power to 
determine what will be covered 
and by whom; and the power to 
determine where and how a story 
will be played in the newspaper or 
the broadcast 
It is in this struggle for shared 
power that white media bosses will 
either prove that their seriousness 
about parity in America's 
newsrooms or interests only in 
paying lip service to a noble effort 

Madia executives claiming to 
want parity, then promoting 
people who 11 give them 
comfort rather than truth, 
are doing this industry a 
disservice. 

Many black journalists are saying 
that it's no longer about, as Wall 
Street Journal editorial writer 
Joseph Perkins calls them 
bantustan’ positions; token jobs or 

"black spots' in the newsrooms, 
where non-whites are given yards 
of tiUe, but not an inch of genuine 
power. 
Black journalists aren t buying 
those tired, old chestnuts about nol 
having enough experience or not 
having paid enough dues. 
Experienced black media 
professionals aren't interested any 

longer in being told that they must 
be paUentor sign on for "spedar 
training that, in many cases, makes 
it even tougher to hurry up and 
wait. 
Look at the National Association 
of Black Journalists. The 
organization has dozens of 
members who have the necessary 
credentials and then some, paid 
their dues, proven their expertise, 
and now have 10, 15 and 20 or 
more years experience. 
Yet, many of these black 
professionals are going nowhere 
fast. And many, have recognized 
that the doors to genuine power 
still are closed to all but a few 
blacks. They also realize that 
despite the arguments by 
affirmative action opponents that 
blacks "are getting everything,' 
white women have done far better 
than any of the racial minorities. 
Don't get me wrong. 
I m not opposed to special training 
or career enhancers for people 
being groomed for top 
management. But blacks aren't the 
only ones or should be funneled 
into them. The fact is that the field 
is littered with failed news 
organizations, which proves, in my 

Continued on PAGE 4 

Afro-American History Salute 
Famous Publishers, Past Present 

John B. Russwurm (1799- 165Dis 
one of the first black Americans to 
graduate from a U.S. college. He took 
his degree from Bowdoin College in 
1626. In 1627 he was editing the 
first Negro newspaper, Freedom * 
journal in New York. His colleague 
was the Rev. Samuel E. Cornish, 
pastor of the African Presbyterian 
Church there. 
In 1626 Russwurm migrated to 
Liberia, where he remained until his 
death 

John Henry Murphy (1640-1922) 
was born a slave In Maryland. After 
emancipation at age 23, he worked 
27 years in menial jobs. At age 50. 
inspired by a desire to represent the 
black cause with honor and integrity 
he launched the Baltimore 
Afro-American, which remains a 
prominent force. Throughout, 
Murphy insisted that the paper 
maintain political and editorial 
independence. 

John Herman Sengstacke (1912-) 
is a nephew of late publisher Robert 
Abbott Bom in Savannah, Ga., 
Sengstacke graduated from Hampton 
Institute in 1933- He went to work 
with Abbott attended printing school 
and wrote editorials for three 
newspapers. In a year he became 
vice president and general manager. 
During World War II, Sengstacke was 
an advisor to the U.S. Office of War 
Information, during a tense period 

Continued on PAGE 2 



Letters 

Name Calling Revisted 

BERLIN, N.J.- Re: "What'S In a 
Name? (October issue): I am an 
African-American. My skin is brown, 
like the color of my eyes. I am proud 
to possess “black " skin, but insulted 
to be labeled “a black." 
Stop helping white people 
perpetuate racism. They are quite 
comfortable with the perception of 
us as non-humans with black skins. 
I'll be Black-American, 
African-American, Afro-American or 
even a nigger, m be damn if I'll be 
just “a black." 
— Everett W. Falrcloth 

NEW YORK -1 received the January 
issue of the newsletter. First off let 
me say that the opportunity to "keep 
up" with other black journalism 
school graduates, some friends, some 
acquaintances, others just names on 
a page, is satisfying and Interesting. 
However, I take strong issue that a 
newsletter which addresses itself to 
a primarily black and Journalistic 
audience is so constant in its 
disparagement and demeaning of the 
black personality and character 
(Identity) by the use of a racially 
insulting term and, using the excuse 
that it is "standard reference," 
expects the readership to buy it 
I have paid my subscription, and 
would gladly renew, but not under 
the present circumstances. Since it 
means I will not receive BAN I 
consider it the price I must pay to 
stand by my own self-respect and 
conviction. My stand may be a 
lonely, if ever dramatic one, but it is 
truly felt and meant 
Thank you for receiving past issues 
of BAN; I will be happy to subscribe 
again when you change your 
editorial policy. 
— Lawence Andrews 

[Editors note: Levreac* Andrew is 
author of "Whet's in • nsetw." In 
identifying races end nationalities. 

this newsletter currently follows 
Associated Press style: "Capitalise the 
proper names of nationalities, peoples, 
raws, tribes, etc: AnA. AnAnc.. 

Ajfo-Amwwm CVoww**#. 

.JiejvJhN1.. t7u/*w. et al...Lower case 
(noun or adjective) jvtf. 

awcfotto, etc."] 

Conference Roundup 
WASHINGTON - About 1,500 people 
are expected to attend the 16th 
annual Howard University 
Communications Conference Feb. 
19-21. One of evey five people 
attending are expected to register for 
job interviews, according to 
organizers. 
"Developing Leadership and Power 

Through Communications' is the 
conference theme. For information 
contact Dr. Charles E. Simmons, 
Department of Journalism, School of 
Communications, Howard University, 

Washington, D.C. 20059. 

***** 

Racial Diversity in the Media" is a 
national conference scheduled March 
9-11 in Washington, sponsored by 
the Institute for Journalism 
Education (IJE). For information, 
write to IJE, B26 Northgate Hall, 
University of California, Berkeley, 
Calif. 94720. 

Newspaper Fund: support up 
PRINCETON, N.J. - Sixty college 
students, 75 beginning high school 
journalism teachers and about 350 
minority high school students are to 
attend workshops and work in 
internships sponsored this year by 
the Dow Jones Newspaper Fund. 
The fund reports that $340,000 or 
60 percent of its budget for student 
journalism programs will be geared 
to black, Hispanic and Asian 
students, it is a four percent increase 
from 1966 programs. 
More than 100 newspapers promised 
grants totalling $ 150.000 to support 
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24 summer journalism workshops 
for high school students. 
Schools and organizations interested 
in obtaining grants for journalism 
workshops next year are encouraged 
to submit proposals before Oct 1, 
1967. Write to the Newspaper Fund, 
P.O. Box 300, Princeton, N.J. 
06543-0300. 

Famous Publishers/Con‘t 

between government and the black 
press [government tried to censor or 
discourage stories about racism and 
discrimination against black GIs]. In 
1940 Sengstacke became publisher 
of Abbott Publishing company. That 
same year he founded the Negro 
Newspaper Publishers Association, 
now known as a the National 
Newspaper Publishers Association. In 
1956 he founded the OtfcagoDaily 
Defender, 51 years after his uncle 

introduced the weekly edition. 
— Beyriated irw the Detroit 
Seatiael/ABJ 
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Jobline 

The RECORD (Hackensack, Bergen 
Co., N.J.) is looking for a graphic 
artist. Knowledge of cartography 
(map illustrations) essential. Contact 
Dwight Cunningham at the 
newspaper, 150 River St, 
Hackensack, N.J. 07602 

BusinessWeek Magazine is 
looking for correspondents. Ideal 
opportunity for experienced 
newspaper reporters ready for a 
creative leap to magazine writing. 
BusinessWeek has news bureaus 
around the nation. Contact Jerome 
Zukosky, deputy chief of 
correspondents, 1221 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York, N.T. 10020. 

AMERICAN VISIONS, anew 
national magazine devoted to 
Afro-American culture, seeks 
experienced writers with story Ideas 
on history/heritage, sports, 
science/health, religion and the arts. 
Send clips and resume with your 
query to Leigh Jackson, assistant 
editor, 
Frederick Douglass House, Capitol 
Hill, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 20560. Expect six 
weeks for response.WMFE Radio, 
Orlando, Fla., is looking for a reporter 
to cover news, features and 
co-anchor a daily local news 
magazine. Send resume and tape to 
personnel, WMFE, 11510 East 
Colonial Drive, Orlando, Fla. 
32617,...Boston College is looking 
for a staff designer to produce 
university publications Including the 
alumni magazine, staff newspaper, 

bulletins, posters and brochures. One 
to three years design experience 
required. Send letter and resume to 
Mary McMillan, employment 
manager, Boston College, Chestnut 
Hill, Mass. 02167 

Media Watch: spotlight Africa 

A frica last month seemed to get 
more news coverage than usual in 
the major media last month. A visit 
by Secretary of State George Shultz 
was an apparent reason. Fast facts 
about the trip were eye openers: The 
tour of six Sub-Saharan nations 
(Nigeria, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, 
Liberia, Senegal and Kenya) was the 
first visit by a cabinet-level U.S. 
official In eight years, first for the 
Reagan Administration. Another first 
: first visit ever by a U.S. secretary ol 
state to Ivory Coast, one of 
post-colonial Africa s most 
prosperous states.pomp and 
pagentry of the official visit was 
sometimes deflated by pointed 
questions from African journalists. 
Some asked if cuts in African aid 
were motivated “by racism or 
economics." Sub-Saharan African 
nations receive one half of one 
percent of America s $15 billion 
foreign aid budget....South Africa 
barred New York Times 
correspondents from the country. In 
the last six months of 1966, five 
foreign journalists were told to leave. 
AP, UPI, the networks. Time, 
Newsweek, the Washington Post, 
Washington Times, Los Angeles 
Times, Wall Street Journal and 
Christian Science Monitor, maintain 
bureaus in South Africa. 
- WJD 
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Evelyn White, ‘85, visited Belize, 
Central America, late last November 
in connection with Women Against 
Violence Week. Evelyn gave a speech 
about domestic violence in the black 
family. She Is a San Francisco 
Chronicle reporter and author of the 
book "Chain, Chain, Change (1965).* 
Evelyn wrote "I had a great time and 
was very enriched and inspired by 
the work that is being done to 
combat family violence in Belize 
(population about 60 percent black 
African, 30 percent Latin, 10 percent 
Indian).'.....James McBride, ’60, 
described the bittersweet reception 
for Paul Simon's album Graceland In 
The Washington Post last month. 
Simon's album features black South 
African musicians and singers. It 
recently topped the one million sales 
mark and was nominated for four 
Grammy Awards. That's the good 
news. The bad news Is some people 
accused Simon of violating a 
seven-year-old UN General 
Assembly resolution calling for a 
cultural boycott of South 
Africa.... Also at The Post last month, 
Sunday Magazine writer Jill Nelson. 
'80, penned a humorous piece on the 
many uses of Vaseline: protects 
babies' bottoms, tames teen-age 
hairdos, softens women's lips, and in 
a pinch, has been used to fry 
shrimp. 
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NEWS LEADERS/Con't. 

view, that ‘white-only 
management hasn 't been all that 
great. 
So what are the reasons 
experienced, black professionals 
continue to be locked out of 
genuine power positions in media? 
Racism is a factor, including 
paternalistic radsim that dares to 
suggest there is some inherent risk 
in promoting a black who might 
fail. Whites have been promoted 
and failed for generations. 
Equal opportunity means just that 
- equal opportunity to succeed or 
fail. 
Many black journalists say they 
know that many white media 
bosses have a myopic view and 
will resist to the death, sharing 
power with people who aren't 
white or trying to be white. 
Many of my colleagues are saying 
despite their years or experience 
and proven professionalism, they 
still aren't trusted by white media 
executives. 

When black journalists talk among 
themselves, the discussions often 
center on how their white bosses, 
who, in some cases, have promoted 
non-whites, have first gone to those 
who wouldn't dare challenge the 
status quo. 

I 'm embarrassed by black 
professionals with r$nk, but no real 
power, who seem content to 
shuffle, grin, backslap and run the 
company line even when all 
around them, their colleagues are 
catching hell. 
White media executives who 
claim to want parity, and then 

The grapevine says, some 
media organizations, despite 
their prestige and high 
salaries, simply aren't good 
places to work and be black. 

promote people whoU give them 
comfort rather than truth, do this 
industry a disservice. 
By hiding from reality, white 
media executives often end up in 
the position of having to act 
surprised when they are 
confronted by non-white staffers 
who are pissed off and on their 
way out the door. 
White media executives often 
complain that they can't recruit 
talented blacks. What they 
apparently don't know is according 
to the black grapevine, some media 
organizations, despite their 
prestige and high salaries, simply 
aren't good places to work and be 
black. 
The result is many black 
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professionals, especially ones who 
value their souls and their mental 
health more than they do a slot at 
a prestigious news operation, have 
opted not to work, or even 
interview, with certain outfits. 
And to the chagrin of some, 
several black journalists in the last 
year have done the previously 
unthinkable: they've lert certain 
prestigious news organizations and 
chosen to pursue their crafts at 
organizations where they believe 
they will get more respects* 
blacks and professionals. 
My hope is that in 19d7, media 
professionals who say they want 
parity in America's newsrooms, 
will cut the bull, and talk truth. 

The author, an editor at The Lou¬ 
isville Courier-Journal, was key¬ 
note speaker et lest month's 
Newsdey Job Opportunity Con¬ 
ference for Minorities. 

Many or you ore on the move: 
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change of-address card, postcard 
or letter so we can serve you 
better and save our precious 
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RATES COVERAGE OF BLACKS 

Study: Boston Press 
Reinforced Stereotypes 

BOSTON — News coverage of the 
city's black community perpetuates 
negative stereotypes, according to a 
study released last January by a 
researcher at the University of 
Massachusetts. 

Research fellow Kirk Johnson 
analyzed about 3.200 television, 
radio and newspaper stories. He 
sought to answer the question: “If a 
Bostonian relied on the local news for 
his or her impressions of local blacks 
what would those impressions be, 
and how well do they represent 
reality?" 

The study showed that 70 percent 
of news reports by white-owned 
media on two primarily black 
communities, Roxbury and Mattapan 
concerned crime or accidents. 
Johnson found that 65 percent of the 
news stories reinforced negative 
stereotypes about black 
communities. 

With the heavy emphasis on crime 
reporting, "this sends an unspoken 
message that while all criminals may 
not be black," most blacks are 
criminals," Johnson wrote. He cited 
sources showing that news personnel 
are more likely to select stories 
based on preconceived notions of 
black people as opposed to stories 
that challenge those perceptions. 

The study was funded by the 
William Monroe Trotter Institute. It 
was carried out through a computer 
analysis of stories during a 
one-month period last summer 

Continued on PAGE 4 

Fla. Media Assessed; 
Consumers Surveyed 

By Wayne J. Dawkins 
After hearing many black people 

in Central Florida express a lack of 

confidence in the region’s news 
media, a black journalists association 
weighed the perception and reality. 

Last December the association 
released The State of Blacks in The 
Central Florida Media. " a 24-page 
reports assessing news media 
performance and consumer attitudes 

Some findings were that: 
* Ninety-six percent of people who 

answered surveys were daily 
consumers of print or broadcast 
news, but 66 percent of these 
respondents believed the area 
media did not understand the 
concerns of black communities. 

* Asked what news about black 
people they were accustomed to 
seeing, 90 percent of respondents 
said crime. Poverty was the next 
highest issue, 31 percent. 

* If offended by a story in the 
news, most respondents react by 
complaining to a friend (52 percent.) 
Others write letters to the station or 
newspaper (17 percent), call the 
news organization (15 percent) or do 
nothing (30 percent.) 

The Central Florida Association of 
Black Journalists and Broadcasters 
rated news performance and 
employment practices of the Orlando 
Sentinel, Daytona Beach News 
Journal, Sanford Herald, and Florida 
Today newspapers, and network 
television affiliates WCPI-TV, 
WESH-TV and WFTV. 

Central Florida residents 
surveyed said black oriented 
stories they saw were about 

Crime 90* * 
Poverty 30* 
Politics 6* 
Personalities 5* 

A one-month analysis of local 
television news said most black 

oriented stories were about: 

Crime 46k 
Politics 24* 
Sports 10* 
Entertainment 9* 

.in daily newspapers, most 
stories were about 

Sports 32* 
Int'l News 16.5* 
Crime 12* 
Politics 7.5* 

The black journalists analyzed a 
month of newspaper stories and 

broadcasts. It looked specifically 
for stories about black people or 
stories of special significance about 
black communities. 

It also circulated consumer 
surveys around the region and 130 
complete responses were returned. 

Central Florida black journalists 
found that 

* Eleven percent of the television 
broadcasts carried stories about 
black people. Crime stories were 46 
percent of black-oriented news 
reports, followed by politics (24 

Continued on PAGE 2 



Central Fla. Media/Con't... 

percent) and entertainment (9 
percent.) 

* In newspapers, 32 percent of 
stories about black people were 
sports news, followed by 
international black affairs (16.5 
percent), crime (12 percent) and 
politics (7.5 percent.) In news 
photography, nearly 60 percent were 
of sports figures, followed by 
entertainment (13 percent) and 
features (10.5 percent.) 

Central Florida black journalists 
recommended that a community task 
force be established to monitor news 
content and employment practices; 
news operations aggressively recruit 
hire and promote blacks into 
management positions and network 
television affiliates improve poor or 
non-existent black-oriented public 
affairs programming. 

The organization plans to publish 
an annual report on the State of the 
Media in Central Florida. 

Central Florida has 1.2 million 
people living in the Orlando, 
Melbourne, Titusville, Cocoa and 
Daytona Beach metropolitan areas. 
Black people make up nearly 12 
percent of the population and reflect 
the national percentage. 

Minority Applications 
Increase at J-School 

Applications submitted to the 

Columbia University Graduate School 

of Journalism for the 1987-88 school 

year from aspiring black, Hispanic and 

Asl an journal 1 sts 1 ncreased about 11 

percent from the previous year. 

Associate Dean Donald H. Johnston 

said the school employed new tactics 

10 see k qual 1 ty appl 1 cant s. "We wanted 

togetpest the publlcpenceptlon that 

we weren't looklngforquallfled 

minority applicants, "hesaid 

recently. ’As word gets around, we 

hope more people will apply. Before, 

we were just slttingend waiting." 

Forthe first time, the J-school sent 

Ietters to editors of black weekly 

newspapersnetlonelly.seeklng 

appllcants.Theschool also sent 100 

letters toblack Journalists they read 

about In a natlonal directory of black 

Journalists published several years 

ago by Detroit newsman Ben Johnson. 

Last year, there was a dip a 

mlnorltyappllcatlons. Inthe 

180-student class, there were 24 

minority students compered to 29 the 

previous year. Approximately 15 

black women are in this year's class, 

but only one black man. 

Of the 57 currentblack applicants, 

35 are women and 21 are men. Last 

year, the numbers were 45 

applicants, 32 women, 13 men. 

At the mid-February deodllne, of 

762totalappl1cet1onssubmftted,97 

ROCHESTER, N.Y.-Radio 

station WHAM-AM last January 

agreed to dropits policy of Identifying 

crlme suspects by race The action 

was taken at the urging of the 

Rochester AssoclatlonofBlack 

Communicators (RABC). 

Richard Prince, an editorial writer 

at the 1 ocal Democrat & Cftrontcfe 
and president of theblack media 

orgenlzetlon.questionedthestatlon's 

policy after hearing a crime suspect 

described in a December broadcast as 

“a black man In his 20s.'' 

Radlostetlonmanagement 

contendedthatuslngracewas 

essential to the “word picture" It 

mu3t convey to Its audience. 

But RABC was not satisfied and 

persIstedwIthltscomplelnt.Prlnce 

noted an Associated Press story filed 

a week after the Rochester broadcast 

"about that fabled 'black man In his 

20s'." 

In that story, a 14-year-old white 

girl in Southern New Jersey said she 

was sexually essaultedln a wooded 

area by a black man In his 20s. 

The girl later admitted that she 

was attacked by a 14-year-old white 

boy. She made up the black composite, 

said authorities, because "shedldn't 

think anyone would believe her." 

WHAM News DlrectorBIll Lowesald 

he accepted RABC's arguments "that 
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were from racial mlnoritles.Thls was 

an Increase from 86 people who sent 

app 11 catl ons 1 ast year. Johnston s al d 

somecurnentappllcatlonsmeybe 

Incompleteandlnellglblefor 

admission. 

Next month, the J-school is to hold 

a telethon for minority applicants. 

Students in the current clesswlll call 

people who were accepted forthe 

upcoming school year to answer 

questl ons or of f er ad vl ce about the 

J-school experience. 

Tuition and fees for studentsln the 

current class are about $12,000. The 

majority of students receive 

financial aid. Johnston said tuition 

forthe 1987-88 year Is expected to 

increase 6 percent. 

Including racial information about 

crime suspects serves little purpose. 

The new guidelines at WHAM read: 

"Make no references to race, creed, 

color or nationality unless that 

information is absolutely essential 

to the story. There may be times 

when police request the broadcast of a 

person’s descrl ptlon and 1 ncl ude the 

information. Atthose times,we will 

Include the Information In our copy." 
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Jobline 

WJBK-TV, Detroit, Is looking fora 
news writer and executive producer. 
ContactChrlsSloat, 
(313)552-5103.A media 
consultant Islooklng forf ree-Iance 
camerapeop1e,broadcast editors and 
reporters to produce public affairs 
programing In East Orange, N.J. Call 
Linda Gall Corrln (201)672-2797. 
WNNJ-AM and WIXL-FM In Newton 
(Northern N.J.) has an opening for a 
news reporter. Call Marvin Strauzer, 
(201)383-3400.Cable News 

B A N. PEOPLE 

Random notes on whet some 
Columbia Journalism Alumni 
ere doing... 

Phildelphia Daily News Columnist Linda 
Wright Avery, 73, watched an 

advanced screening of the ABC 

mini-series "Amerika" and in a Feb. 10 

column before the national broadcast 

noted racist overtones about the fictional 

takeover of the United States by the 

Soviet Union: 

"White the invading forces are made up of 

people of color, black people are rare in 

the crowd shots of everyday Americans. 

Most of those scenes, including a closing 

shot where the downtrodden Americans 

begin to assert the will for 

self-determination they apparently had 

lost, portray an all-white working class 

group of people — sort of a middle 

America after The Fall. It's a hell of a 

cynical tribute to offer during Black 

Network (CNN)Islooklngforfour 
writers. Send resumes end samples to 
Jane Weathers, CNN, lOSOTechwood 
Drive, Atlanta, Ga. 
30318.WLYH-TV, Lebanon, Pa., Is 
looking for a news anchor fonts t and 
11 p.m. broadcasts. Send tape, 
resume end salary requirements to 
Cliff Eshbach. news director. Box 
1283, Lebanon, Pa. 
17042.WBAL-TV, Baltimore, Is 
seeking a sports producer with at 
least three gears experience. Send 
resume to Frank Graham, 3800 
Hooper Ave., Baltimore, tld. 
21211.WNNJ-AM/ WIXL-FM, 

History Month, reminicent of the 

McCarthy era and of the tendency to label 

as communist blacks who have struggled 

for civil and human rights — from W.E.B. 

DuBois to A. Phillip Randolph and Martin 

Luther King Jr." 

Wright-Avery said the American Friends 

Service Committee has sold at least 

1,300 background information packets to 

community groups at $7 apiece. 

"Hopefully," she said "that means there 

will be lot’s of serious discussion of the 

twisted themes raised in ’Amerika.'" 

Congratulations to Esthe r I v e re m, 
83, of The New York Times, who last 

month was promoted from news 

assistant to staff reporter for the 

metropolitan staff. 

Sandro Roberta Bell, 82, 

produces a weekly public affairs show for 

ABC affiliate WJBF-TV in Augusta, Ga. 

called "Opportunities Unlimited.” She is 

also a contributing editor for a black 

weekly newspaper in her area. 

The afternoon Louisville Times died on 

Valentine’s Day but the demise means new 

life for assistant city editor Betty 
Winston Boye, 80 She trades in a 

Newton, Sussex County, N.J., has an 
opening fora news reporter. Call 
Marvin Stranlzer, 
(201)383-3400.Midcareer 
professionals are being sought for 
theKlpllngerprogramat Ohio State 
University, Fellows in the one-year 
masters degree program receive full 
tuition, fees and a $ 13,000 stipend. 
Appllcantsshouldhevethreeyears 
publlcaffairsneportlngexperlence. 
Contact John W1ckleln,Oh1o State 
University, 242 W. 18th Ave., 
Columbus, Ohio 43210. Or coll 
(614)292-2607. 

pre-dawn workshift for daylight hours 

and a larger reporting staff on a beefed up 

morning Courier-Journal. The Times and 

the C-J were owned by the Bingham 

family for decades. When Gannett both 

both papers last year, it decided to shut 

down the Times. 

Sharon Shervlnglon, '80, is in the 

current class of New York Times copy 

editor trainees. Recent graduates include 

Allison France, '85, who moved to a 

full-time spot on the desk; 

.This year is the Bi-Centennial of the 

U.S. Constitution and for Afro-Americans 

it’s time to acknowledge two other 

bi-centennials, Wayne J. Dawkins, 
80, of the Camden Courier-Post wrote 

last month. Philadelphia will celebrate the 

200th anniversary of the African 

Methodist Episcopal Church and the 

founding of the African-American 

Benevolent Society. One of the founders 

was the great-great grandfather of New 

Jerseyan Paul Robeson. 

NEXT kO.’ITHi 
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Boston Press Survey/Con't... 

appearing in The Boston Globe, 
Boston Herald, WGBH-TV, WBZ-TV, 
WCVB-TV, WBCN-FM and 
black-owned news media WILD-AM, 
The Bay State Banner, Boston Greater 
News and Roxbury Community News 

Johnson noted that 9.1 percent of 
stories in the black media dealt with 
educational topics. In the white 
media, that figure was 3 percent 

The study included a list of stories 
that went unreported in the major 
news media on topics such as civic 
affairs, entertainment, and "firsts’ 
such as ’Boston City Councilor Charles 
Yancey makes Massachusetts 
Democratic history by being the first 
black person to qualify for a 
statewide ballot,’ 

Johnson also pointed to the 
tendency of the white-owned media 
to rely on white "experts’ for quotes, 
creating a perception that blacks lack 
expertise. 

"Some black leaders believe the 
media's presentation of blacks is 
flawed only because the human 
beings who decide the news are 
flawed, and that distorted images 
end up being broadcast despite the 
best efforts at evenhandedness,’ 
wrote Johnson. 

On the other hand he noted that 
others believe misrepresentations 
are too consistent to be accidental. 

The report quotes state Rep. Saundra 
Graham of Cambridge who said the 
media "have a definite design to 
keep black people down...Take all the 
negatives and put them together; 
that’s us.” 

In responding to the report in a 
Boston Globe interview, Alan Eisner, 
managing editor of the Boston 
Herald, cited the Herald s support of 
the Drop-A-Dime anti-drug 
campaign as proof of the paper 's 
support of the black community. 

Ironically, the study includes this 
anecdote to illustrate the 
short-sightedness of some white 
media executives: Tony Batten, now 
a producer for '60 Minutes, 
remembers how he approached the 
executive producer of WNEW-TV 
News in New York City to suggest a 
feature on the behind-the scenes 
preparations for 'Bubbling Brown 
Sugar.' At the time, the play about 
life in Harlem was rumored to be 
Broadway's next hit. The producer 
was disappointed by the dress 
rehearsal he sat throughout told 
Batten that the play had given him 
another idea: a news feature on the 
drug trade in Harlem. 'Bubbling 
Brown Sugar' had nothing to do with 
drugs, but the play tapped into what 
the producer knew about blacks - 
that blacks are drug abusers.’ 

In the black news media targeted 
in the report, 47 percent of the 
stories analyzed were found to 

reflect the concerns of blacks to 
improve the community, and achieve 
educationally and professionally. 

The report was not without 
criticism of black news organizations 
The study reported that critics say 
The Bay State Banner is "too 
middle-of-the-road/' while the 
weekly Greater Boston News and 
monthly Roxbury News were 
considered "too radical’ in content 
WILD-radio took some heat for 
shying away from more community 
affairs programming and 
black-oriented news in an effort not 
to "be pigeonholed as an all-black 
station." 

During the presentation of the 
study at the University of 
Massachusetts, Johnson urged media 
executives to increase their hiring 
and promotion of minorities. 

The way to help reduce (bias) is to 
have the staff that helps select the 
news be more representative of the 
community," he said. 

Courtesy Boston Association of 
BJadt pumsUJstsNows 
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IJE Seminar Stresses Racial Inclusion 
By Vaynt J. Davkins 
VASHINGTON -- The newspaper business 

threatens its health and survival by 
resisting true integration of its 
workforce. That was the conclusion of the 
Institute of Journalism Education (IJE), 
sponsors of a conference last month called 
"Racial Diversity -- The Media: A 
Blueprint for action." 

"Exclusion of minorities from the media 
threatens the long-term health of the 
newspaper industry," Dorothy Gilliam, a 
Washington Post editor and columnist, said 
in the closing summary March 10. 

Gilliam, chairwoman of IJE's board of 
directors, read a list of news items to 
show of a pattern of racial and ethnic 
tension and animosity: 

* the New York Daily News trial, where 
four black employees are charging that 
systematic discrimination and bigotry 
exists there [see related article on page 
2.] 

AIDS: An epidemic 
among blacks that's 
too long neglected 

By Sendee Gregg 
WASHINGTON--The warning bell has 

sounded too many times to be ignored 
any longer. Blacks are dying of 
acqulredlmmunedenclencysyndrome 
(AIDS) at a greeter rate than whites. 
That means it's time forblack 
journallststotoll thebell. 

The data show: 
* 25 percent of U.S. AIDS victims 

are block. 
* 52 percent of female AIDS victims 

are block. 
* dOpercent of nearly 300 children 

In the U.S. with AIDS ore block. 

* the Howard Beach, N.Y. indictments. 
* legislation in Californina promoting 

English as the official language, an 
apparent backlash against 
Hispanic- Americans. 

* federal immigration legislation that is 
fostering discrimination against people 
who look Latino. 

Gilliam told an audience of about 200 
journalists that "exclusion of people from 
the news industry hurts our entire 
society. If we continue our current 
course, it won’t be long before people 
don’t care about news. The big loser will 
be the news industry itself." 

The consumers that the newspaper 
business faces in the near future is 
changing radically. Three years from now, 
75 percent of new entrants to the U.S. 
workforce will be racial minorities and 
women, according to IJE. 

Charles A. Martin, president of IJE, said 
nearly 20 years after the Kerner 
Commission Report on Civil Disorders 
scolded the news media about its 
segregated employment practices and 
urged reforms, news organizations have 
shifted "from social reponsibility to the 
bottom line." 

When IJE had its first conference in 
1978 it was the year war was declared on 
discrimination at daily newspapers. IJE 
and the American Society of Newspaper 
Editors (ASNE) set a goal for the 
newsroom workforce to match the 
proportion of racial minorities in America 
by the year 2000. In nine years non-white 

journalists in the newsrooms at daily 
newspapers increased from about 3 
peroent to 6 peroent. Black, Hispanic and 
Asian-Americans currently make up about 
20 percent of the U.S. population and by 
the next century, the projection is about 
25 peroent. 

Minority enrollment 
in journalism schools 
steadily declining 

F or non - whl tes, a crl si s 1 n 

j ournal 1 sm educe t i on exl sts 1 nthe 
1980s. 

ritnorltyenrollmentslncollege 
journaltsmprogramsdecllnedsteadlly 
from nearly 12 percent In 1980 to 
less than 8 percent In 1986, said 
Barbara Medsger,dean of the 
Journalism Department at San 
FransciscoStateUnlverslty. 

She was one of several panelists at 
an IJEconferenceworkshopcalled 
"Crossover Dreams," strategies for 
moving wlthlnthe media industry In 
lightoftechnologicalchangesend 
reductions in jobs and resources. 

fiedsgersaldthe declines 
represented a 42 percent reduction in 
block student enrollment; 26percent 
reduction forHIspanlc studentsand 31 
percent for Aslan students. 

In the I980s,collegeenrollment1n 
all subjectsincreesedforallracial and 
ethnic groups,except block students. 

At San Francisco State University, 
minorities make up 30 percent of 
Journa1lsmstudentsenrolled,but1n 
the 1980s no more than 19 percent of 
thesestudentsgraduated. 

nedsger said she was unsure what 
wescausingthedecllnesnatlonellyand 
locally. "Moybelt has somethlngto do 
wl thhow peopl e feel about j ournal 1 sm. 
I do have a sense that there isnot 
enoughcurl osl ty about J ournal 1 sm," 

Continued on PAGE 3 
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Bigotry Could Be Ruin of the Fourth Estate 

By Wayne J. Dawkins 
Ugly scenes aretaklngplaceln a 

Manhattan courtroom. Fouroiack New 
York Dally News reporters and editors | 
took the newspaper to court, charging 
racial discriminationDy management. 

The lawsuit Is seven years old The 
charges date to 1975. It is the first 
timearaclally-basednewspaper 
dlscrl ml nation suit reached jury trial 
level.The courtroom fight began last 
February. 

News organizations suchesThe New 
York Times,The Washington Post and 
theAssoclatedPresshevesettled 
slmllardlscrlmlnatlonlawsuitsoutof 
court. 

But the Dally News, apparently 
trying to live up to Its reputation as an 
aggressl ve, hard -nosed tebl ol d, 
ref uses to settle. 

Dlscrlmlnetiondoesnotexlstetthe 
Dally News, Inslstsmanegement. 

as forthe cold, legal definition of 
dlscrl ml nation that Isarguedby 
lawyers, this Issue will bedecldedln 
court. We should hear a verdict In a 
few weeks. 

But let'sbe honest.Discrlmlnatlon, 
make that racism, Is legendary at New 
York's hometown paper. It Is 
intimetelyknownbybleck journalists 
who work In the New York area. 

The Dally News Is a newspaper 
whereblacknewspeople complain 
about whltesenloredltors casually 
saying “nigger" and "splc" In the 
newsroom to describe black and brown 
people. 

IttooktheDallyNewsuntil late 
197B to hire a black local columnist. 
Earl Caldwell, a veteran newsman 
wlththedlstlnctlonof working atfour 
New YorkClty dallies, foralong time 
westreated ese second-clessdtlzen. 
Until recent years, whlleotherlocel 
columnists'work was showcased 
near the front of the paper, Earl's 
columnwassubmergedlnthe back, 
nearthedeathnotlcesand classifieds 
(Caldwell currently is on leave.) 

With exceptions, there has been 

resistance for years to promote black 
newspeopletosupervlsoryposltions 
In the newsroom. 

Bleckreporterscomplelnedthat 
major stories tney developed were 
taken away from them by white 
editors and given to white reporters. 

Somehl gh-renkl ng whl te Del 1 y News 
editors are shamefully arrogant. A 
number of times myself and colleagues 
nave heard them overconfidently 
assert to young journalists that they 
have to be "good enough" to be Dolly 
Newsmeterlal. 

Well of course you should have what 
It takes, skills, savvy, etc. 

It Is mind boggling then why the 
newspaper has only a token number of 
bl ack and Hi spanl c J ournal 1 sts. Other 
big city newspapers have managed to 
findtopnotchnonwhltenewspeopleto 
bereporters, middle-management 
edl tors end department needs, that 1 s, 
If it is serious about having a quality, 
diverse staff.These papers are among 
thenetlon'sbest. 

Good enough? The New York Dally 
News dosen't rank among the top 10 
or20 newspapers. Stubbornly, it's 
kept itself from being the best It can 
be. 

And, It Is threatened with going the 
route of the dinoseur.The newspaper 
has hemorrhagedclrculatlon,losing 
hundreds of thousands of readers In 
the 1970s and 19B0s A lot of those 
readers were lost to suburban papers. 

Management madebone-heeded 
blunders. An “upscale" evening edlton 
of the Dolly News In the early 1980s 
redl 1 nedcl tynel ghborftoods. 

You could not buy It If you lived 
uptown or In Brooklyn, Queens or The 
Bronx.That alienated readers. That 
edition was put out of its misery. 

The Dally News hasnot adequately 
reached out toblackendHIspanlc 
residents who now moke up at least 

50 percent of New York City's 
population. Instead,Itseems this 
constituency Is taken for granted, or, 
scorned. 

Dlscrlmlnationlnstrlctlegalterms 
is not easy to prove. And It s much 
harder to prove when It Involves a 
dally newspaper, anlnstltutlonwhere 
people,unllkeotherf1elds,do 

unllcensedwork. 
The Dally News management 's trial 

strategy Is not to show examples of 
how It does not discriminate,but cast 
asperslonsregardlngtheprofesslonal 
competence or personal hebltsofthe 
bl ack J ournal 1 sts sul ngthem 

Even If the Dally News wins on legal 
grounds, it's doing so at the expense 
of its credibility with the publlcend 
news industry. 

Overt racism and arrogance over 
decadesserlouslylnfectedthe Dally 
News. Its stunted thepeper's ability 
to serve all of the city's readers 
adequately. 

Dal 1 y News management needs to 
ceeseltsbullheedednessend give the 
paper the corrective medl cine needed 
tocureltself. 

If not, the once mighty Dally News 
will shrinkenddle. 
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April deadline 
set for candidates 
seeking NABJ office 

CHICAGO — Months of Intense 
lobbying and coaxing by two cities 
ended end March 21 was time for the 
National Assocletionof Black 
Journalists board to vote. 

By a 9-8 vote, closest In NABJ 
history, St. Louis was awarded the 
1988 national convention, edglngNew 
York City. The decision came after 
40-mlnutepresentat1ons(v1deos,cost 
projections, pitches from 
representatives of convention and 
vlstors bureaus) from each city’s 
assocletlonofbleckjoumellsts. 

In related action, theboard reviewed 
plans for this year's convention In 
Miami Aug. 18 to 23. The South Florida 
Association of Black Journalists, host 
organization, waslnstructed tosecure 
anofflclalalrllnethatoffersdiscount 
flights. Also,organ1zerswere 
matchlngsponsors wlthevents. 

1987 Is an election year. April 25 is 
thedeadllneforwrlttendeclaretlonby 
candldatesseekingofflcesof 
president, vice president (print and 
broadcast), treasurer, secretary end 
perllamenterlen.May 11s deadline to 
subml t photographs and bl ographl es to 
the NABJ Journal. 

Otherboerdmeeting highlights: 
* Leroy Williams, reporter at the Rocky 

Mountain News in Denver, was appointed 
Region 9 director. The region was 
unrepresented for 2 112 years. 
Comprised of 10 Rocky Mountain states, it 
is the most vast (1 million square miles) 
and least populated (less than 1 percent of 
NABJ's 1,300 members) of 10 regions. 

* Carmen Fields, Pam Moore and Tom 
Morgan were recent contributors to the 
President's Club, a scholarship endowment 
fund established by President Albert 
Fitzpatrick. There is currently $50,000 in 
the fund; a goal of $100,000 is set for the 
August convention. 

* The Syracuse Association of Black 
Journalists was approved as NABJ’s 21st 
affiliate chapter. Penn State University 
was approved as an affiliate student 

Continued on Page 5 

Racial Diversity/CorTt Crossover Dreams/Con't 

Martin called for a "mid-course 
correction," to return the news industry 
to full commitment to increasing 
multi-cultural diversity in the workforce. 

IJE recommendations: 

journalism education at the grade school 
or pre-college level, where cuts in 
education aid have eliminated journalism 
programs and instruction. Especially 
evaluate and educate pre-college 
teachers, who will be instructing 
prospective young journalists. 

* Hiring & Promotion: Demand 
aggressive recruiting of quality non-white 
journalists. Use management based 
objectives (MBOs). Denise Johnson of 
ASNE said small-town dailies claim that 
they don't get many applications from 
blacks, Hispanics and Asians. “There are 
3,400 journalists of color in the United 
States. If everyone takes one kid through 
the (application) process, we'll have 
6,000," she said. 

* Training & Support and, Retention & 
Advancement: Press news organizations 
to be serious about career development of 
non-white journalists. Commitment must 
come from top management, but also 
closely watch middle managers, who have 
control over the day-to-day lives of 
newspeople. Gilliam of the Post said a 
recent Knight-Ridder study of 64 
non-white employees who left the 
company said half of the employees were 
deemed promotable to management 
positions, but they were never offered 
advancement. The Knight-Ridder study 
comes about six months after an IJE study 
reported non-whites were leaving the 
news business faster than whites, 
apparently because of lack of 
opportunities. 

The Institute for Journalism Education, 
based in Berkeley, Calif., operates 
slimmer programs that train racial 
minorities to work as reporters and copy 
editors at daily newspapers. It also 
operates a management training program 
at Northwestern University. 

she said. 
Panelist Gary Puckrein, editor^ 

publisher of American Visions, a black 
history and culture magazine, said it is "a 
mystery" why black males are not 
pursuing college in the 1980s. The number 
of black women attending meanwhile, 
increases. 

And moderator Dwight Ellis of of the 
National Association of Broadcasters also 
noted that the number of black males in 
broadcasting has been steadily declining 
this decade. 

"We need to be watchdogs and 
participants in journalism programs," said 
Medsger. Working black, Hispanic and 
Asian journalists were encouraged to 
apply for teaching positions at colleges 
and universities. 

Meanwhile, in San Francisco, programs 
were initiated to attack declining minority 
journalism student enrollments. A writing 
coach program was established. Students 
are matched with working journalists for 
one-on-one instruction. Professionals are 
asked to volunteer two hours a month. The 
program is for students at all skill levels. 

The other program is a mentoring 
workshop where working journalists 
monitor the college career of journalism 

students. About 70 journalists in the Bay 
Area reponded. 

The other “Crossover Dreams" panelists 
were from Time Magazine, Jack White, 
Chicago bureau chief, and Ricardo 
Chavira, foreign policy reporter. 

Chavira said with technological 
constraints at Time "we're competing for 
fewer slots.” White said it is annoying 
"prodding and continually reminding 
bosses to continue hiring non-whites. They 
have to be truly democratic." 

White also called for better attitudes by 
young journalists. “There is an 
unwillingness of (some) young journalists 
to put up with all the steps to get there, 
i.e., writing about things they may not be 
interested in, but doing it to establish 
credentials,” said White. "Accept going 
through the apprenticeship steps. Look, 
whites have to do this too." 

— Davkins 

Connect with the Block Alumni Network 
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AIDS: long neglected/Con't 

Those figures are appalling 
considering that we make up only about 
12 percent of the U.5. population. 

The situation Is evenmorebleak In 

Weshl ngton, A recent city health 
department report Indicates 49 
percent of 603 adults with AIDS were 

black. 
Thlsflretsfueledby thelackof 

Informatlongettlngtoblack 
communltles.elackof understanding 
of thelssue and awllllngness to look 
the other way. 

in New York City, AIDS in blacks 

stems 1 argely from Intravenous drug 
users; in D.C. the problem Is more 
prominent In homosexual men who ere 
black 

Our macho cul ture mokes bl ack men 
unwilling to admit that they are gay or 
bisexual — and this means that black 
women who are sexual partners to 
some of these men are unknowingly 

Budget Update 

March 15 Balance; $ 52 

New and Renewal Subs¬ 
criptions; first quarter $710 

Subtotal; $ 762 

Jan., Feb., March 
Printings & Supplies: $ 374 

Balance 
(before April issue) $388 

The last budget update appeared 
in the Jan. newsletter. 

BAN Newsletter is an independent 
publication. Its only funding source 
is you. 
Renew promptly before your 
subscription expires. 
New readers 

who haven't sent their check yet, 
please drop it in the mail to ensure 
uninterrupted service. 

exposed to the virus ano are passing It 
on to their unborn babies and to other 
men. 

So what can we tell people? 
Don't assume that anyone Is "safe:' 

Enc ourage volunteer blood tes 11 ng for 
evidenceof exposuretothe disease. 
Tell people that they may not be ill but 
they can still pass on the virus. If not 
testing, then at least promote the use 
of condoms — the latex kind, not the 
porous natural skin type. 

If you need an expert to quote, start 
with Dr. Wayne Greaves at Howard 
University Hospital, a 1 eadl ng bl ack 
expert on the disease. 

Since this di sease has Jumped on our 
community with both f eet, our job as 
Journalists Is to get the word out. 

If you don't write orproduce stories 
yourself, push for them at story 
conferences. Push for them whether 
your piece will be seen In Washington, 
Phlledelphla.Chlcago orLegos. 

I especiallywant to encourage the 
owners, editors end reporters atblack 
newspapersendbroedcastcompanles 
to beat the drum. Not everyone reads 
the major dally newspapers -- they 
often looktoyouforlnformatlon. 

I recently spoke to Lynette 
Robinson, general manager of The 
Capitol Spotlight. Shesaldshehadno 
Idea that blacks were at greater risk 
of catching AIDS She saldher 
publlcatlonhad not written on the 
subject.However, the Spotlight does 
carry ads from the Whitman-Walker 
Clinic, which primarily serves gay 
men In Washington. Robinson said she 
also would conslderrunnlngcondom 
ads. 

What is the policy where you worfc? 
Only now that the spectre of death 

1 corns before the public are televlsl on 
statl ons and pri nt medi a beg I nnl ng to 
talk about promoting theuse of 
condoms. 
Too bad. Had the media Jumped on 

the bandwego years ego. condom use 
might hove become more "hip'' and 
their use might have put a dent In this 
country's teenage pregnancy problem. 

So back to those typewriters and 
computers — we've got stories to tell 

From the WABJ Newsletter 

Jobline & Career Opportunities 

The Austin (Texas) American- 
State srn an is looking for a business 
editor. Candidate should be a strong 
writer and will be expected to write a 
column. The newspaper will consider 
candidates who do not have management 
experience but are interested in moving in 
that direction. The Austin metro area has 
a robust business community and is home 
base to many high-tech companies. 
Contact Sandra Kleinsasser, 
administrative editor. The 
American-Statesman, P.O. Box 670, 
Austin, Texas 78767. Or call (512) 

445-3663.The District of 
Columbia ha3 immediate openings for a 
press secretary and director of 
communications. The press secretary 
would be public spokesman for Mayor 
Marion Barry and a member of the 
cabinet. Salary range; $60,000. Contact 
Karen Wilcox, associate, Isaacson, Miller, 
105 Chauncey St., Boston, Mass. 02111. 

Or call (617)423-5566.The 
Multicultural Management 
Program at the University of Missouri 
School of Journalism is accepting 
applications for this year's session. The 
program runs Sept. 13 to Oct. 9 and 
offers management training with an 
emphasis on the special problems of 
working in a culturally diverse newsroom. 
The program aims to increase the numbers 
of nonwhite managers in newspapers, 
magazines, radio and television. 
Application deadline is June 4 and program 
fellows will be announced July 1. The 
National Association of Blaok Journalists 
is offering a scholarship for NABJ 
members. Contact: Ben Johnson, 
executive director, Multicultural 
Management program. University of 
Missouri, P.O. Box 838, Columbia, Mo. 
65205. Or call (314) 882-1581 

.WFSB-TV (CBS), Hartford, Conn., 
has openings for: night assignment editor; 
morning news producer; weekend news 
producer. Contact Mark Eftron, news 
director. For details call Bertha Coombs, 

(203)244-1700.WNEV-TV (CBS), 
Boston, has these openings: 
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Writer/Producer; Writer /News 
Department; T echnician /Engineering 
Department (FCC General Class license 
required); Community Affairs Director. 
Contact Vickie Jones, WNEV-TV, 7 
Bulfinch PI., Boston, Mass. 02114 

.Greater Media, Inc., a 
nationwide radio, publishing, and cable TV 
company, announced its fourth annual 
Minority Internship in Management 
Careers. The company will award a 
$5,000 stipend and one-year salaried 
employment contract to an intern in July. 
Applicants must be recent graduates with 
academic concentration or ability in one or 
more of these areas: news 
reporting /editing; promotion /advertising, 
accounting /business 
management /economics; broadcast or 
cable engineering; computer 
operation /programming; radio 
programming; sales/marketing; or video 
programming /production. Application 
deadline is April 30. For information, 
write to Internship Coodinator, Greater 
Media, Inc.,P.O.Box 859,East 
Brunswick, N.J. 08816. Or call 
(201)247-6161. 

WYFF-TV, Greenville, S.C., is looking 
for a general assignment reporter. 
Contact Kevin Ragan, news director, 
WYFF-TV, P.O. Box TV4, Greenville, S.C. 
29602. Or call (803)242-4404.the 
Montgomery County (suburban 
Washington, D.C.) Journal is looking for 
an assistant city editor and a copy editor. 
Contact Karen Henson, city editor, at the 
newspaper, 2 Research Ct., Rockville, Md. 
20850. Or call (301) 670-1450 
.WNYC-FM , New York, is looking for 
a news director. Minimum five years 
radio news experience. Send resume to 
the personnel director, WNYC-FM, One 
Centre St., New York, N.Y. 10007 
.Minorities & women in 

Business Magazine in Winston-Salem, 
N.C., is looking for an associate editor. 
Contact Carmen Elijah at 1701 Link Road, 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27103. Or call (919) 

722-3927 .BULLETIN: The 
Notional Association of Black 
Journalists Job Bank is in full 
operation. Last month dozens of jobs in 
newspapers, television, radio and public 
affairs were announced. For information, 
contact the NABJ regional director in your 
area, or call NABJ Headquarters, 
(703)648-1270. 

B.A.N. PEOPLE 

A11 as t month’s Chi cago Assocl atl on 
of Black Journalists awards program 
and dlnner/dence, we caught up with 
folk who ore doing well: Cherul Devon. 
'82, end KarenThomas. 86, reporters 
at The Chicago Tribune; Craig 
Delllmore 77, newsman at 
WBBM-Newsredlo (CBS), and wife 
Barbara Dent. 78, who Is practicing 
law.Crsigjlarberry, '85, a 
repo rt er at WX11 -T V, WI n s t on -S al em, 
has an essay in the May ESSENCE on 
black men's Inability to talk to one 
another the way many block women do 
-- openly. Intimately. Here's a 
passage: 

"Real communication with another 
brother makes me feel awkward, foolish, 
even vulnerable. I freeze up at the sound 
of warm words. I can't reach out and I shy 
away if reached for. 

Trying to communicate with a brother is 
as fruitless for me as playing charades in 
the dark. And I'm afraid I'm not in the dark 
alone. 

It's quite clear to me; black men don’t 
talk to one another the way black women 
do, and I, for one, wish we did.” 

.FredJPhnson. '80, of the "left 
coest" sends greetings to McBride, Gil 
McDonald, Anne Ashton, Jill Nelson am 
others from his class. Fred's a writer 
for the NBC sitcom "227." 
."A People s History, One Child s 

Future," by JIllNelson. '80, appeared 
In the Washington Post MagazIneFeb. 
15. A sample: 

"Now that my daughter is 14,1 know she 
thinks I am a bit extreme at times, but she 
understands why.While I rant and cry 
and write, as is my strategy, my 
daughter watches, listens and thinks 
ahead. When I write about those issues 

that impassion me, it is my daughter who 
hears the horror stories from my 
reporting, who lives with me as I live 
with my work. She has grown up, by 
necessity, immersed in the world. In some 
ways, this has been unfair to 
her.Better, I think, that she learn this 
from me than from strangers. It is my 
job, as it has been the job of generations 
of black mothers, offer my daughter hope 
along with a healthy cynicism, optimism 
along with pessimism.'' 

Candidate deadline/Con't 

chapter. 
* Regional reports from both coasts 

noted the resourcefulness of filmmaker 
Ronald Townsend, creator of the new film 
“Hollywood Shuffle." Townsend needed 
$100,000 to make the movie. About 
$40,000 was borrowed from credit 
cards. 

More NABJ news, page 6 

Dear Reader. 
Yoursubscrl ptl onrenewel 
date new appears in the 
right corner of your mail¬ 
ing sticker (1 e.,1f It reeds 
3.88, renewal date is March 
1988.) If you mailed your 
subscription but received a 
notice, our mall must have 
crossed. Please accept our 
thanksandapologlesfor 
the unnecessary reminder. 

Name_ 
Organization. 
Address_ 
City/State_ 

_Title_ 
.Phone_ 
-Zip. 

One year of BAN Newsletter; $15; Two years; $25 
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Press' eyes on despise 
yields progress report 
for measuring racism 

By Michelle Johnson 
BOSTON — Forsyth County. The 

name has become a synonym for 
violent bigotry., spurring thousands to 
march In protest and some to go the 
Jail. 

From the 1 nltl el attact on a smal 1 
group of marchers by rock wielding 
whltestotheerrestsof pickets 
outside a taping of a talk show, the 
medlahasdutlfullyrecordedthe 
mayhem 

There's been a rash of reporting 
recently on racial topics- Howard 
Beach, N.Y., attacks and battling 
betweenblacksand whltesat local 
universities and highschools, and 
reportsthat thelattersuchlncldents 
are "on the rise" at educational 
instltutloneatlonwlde. 

The quotes from authorities range 
from "Whet Increase? It's been 
nappenlng this way for years'' to 
"Well, these arelsolatedlncldents. 
There's some question whether 11 was 
racial In nature ." 

As I was watching "Eyes on the 
Prize" (PBS) last month, it struck me 
that the footage from news accounts of 
those turbulent times was key to the 
tellingofthestorles. 

In addition, they serve as a 
yardstick. For example. In one ‘Eyes’ 

BLACK 
ALUMNI 

NETWORK 

segment, a young white citizen 
complalnsofcommunlstagltators' 
coming in and stirring things upend 
claims the right to live In a 
neighborhood where the neighbors are 
all the seme color. Afterell, this IS 
America. 

In a recent television report i sew, a 
young white citizen of Forsyth County, 
Ce., stand up and rail about 
"communists'nhom-a-sexuls' coming 
in and stirring things up and. 

It wouldbe ludicrous toergue that 
absolutelynothlng'schangedslncethe 
era that 'Eyes’ examines. But it's Just 
as short-sighted to say that we've 
''arrived” and to downplay the 

Importance of race In America In 
1987 

The parellelsln news accounts from 
the 1950s and the 1980s are graphic 
lllustretionsof "themore things 
change.“ 

With the hit-and-run nature of dally 
Journalism, it's hard to conceive of the 
longterm Impact of what we do. But in 
viewing past coverage of theCIvIl 
Rights Movement we see the 
connectlonandthe vital Importanceof 
today's coverage of racial incidents. 
The reporting of the struggle creates a 
record by which we can measure our 
progress, or lack of it. 

From tkoBost on Association of Black 
JournalistsNEWS 

607 E. Church Lane, B-23 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144 

Region I (ME., N.H., VT, Mass., R.I.), 
"Entering the 21 st Century: Best of 

Times or Worst of Times?” April 3 to 
5, Marriott Hotel, Providence, R.l. 

General Session is on Racial Violence: 
People, Press and Police. Conference 
registration is $40. Contact Carmen 
Fields, (617)864-3954. 

Region II (N.Y., N.J., Conn.), Racial 
Violence and Media: "Casting Shadows 

or Shedding Light?'May 1 to 2, Hilton 
Gateway Hotel, Newark, N.J. Two-part 
session examining racial violence in the 
1980s. Six afternoon skills workshops. 
Conference registration is $50, $40 for 
members of NABJ chapters, $25 for 
students. Contact Wayne Dawkins, 
(609)486-2458. 

Region III (Pa., Del.)Freedom 
Theater, Philadelphia, June 13. 
Conference to focus on Afro-American 
perspectives and the U.S. Constitution 
Bi-Centennial. Scheduled are sessions on 
First Amendment issues and the drug 
testing phenomenon. Contact Michael 
Days, (215)854-2646. 

Region V (N.C., S.C., Ky., Tenn., Fla., 
Ala., Ga., and Miss.) is in Birmingham, 

Ala., May 1 to 3. Theme: "Politics 

southern style.” Contact Mike McQueen 
at the Miami iter aid. 
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J- school’s 
By Yayne J. Davkins 

NEW YORK - "You would 
be shocked at the people 
who never heard of the 
NAACP" 
There was a collective 

gasp from an audience of 
30 black journalists. 
Gil Noble explained. He 
gave a speech recently at 
a large northeastern 
university, and the head 
of the black student 
alliance, also a journalism 
major, was unable to 
identify the civil rights 
organization 

"What kind of journalist 
is that person going to 
be?" Noble asked the 
forum last month 
Noble is a 20-year 

newscaster for WABC-TV 
and hosts the critically 
acclaimed public affairs 
show "Like It Is." Since he 
is frequently on the 
college lecture circuit, he 
was gravely concerned 
about the attitudes of the 
current ranks of black 
students. 

He exhorted the group of 
journalists to be 
concerned too 
"There is a cadre of blacks 

who are doing well but 
collectively, we are a 
people catching hell At 
colleges (black) students 
have their focus on 
getting employed. But 
when I ask what they plan 
to use their profession for, 
I get cloudiness and 

myth 
fuzziness. 
"Are they going to put 
these skills to the use of 
helping our people? They 
haven't thought about it." 
As for journalism 
education. Noble said "we 
may be seeing the ranks 
of journalists joined by 
large numbers of blacks 
who do not define 
journalism beyond what 
they learned in academia.“ 

Continued on Page 2 
Gil Noble 

Fla. AB J refuses funds 

tainted by apartheid 
By Dan Holly 

MIAMI — Let's say you got 
a hot tip that a national 
organization that publicly 

deplored apartheid had 
accepted a $15,000 
donation from CitiCorp, a 
corporation with 
extensive investments in 
South Africa. 
You’d jump on the story, 
right? 
Calm down, there is no 
such story 
But there almost was, and 
readers would not have 
had to go far to get it: the 
organization is the 
National Association of 
Black Journalists. 

Yes, that same group that 
saluted anti-apartheid 
reporting at its 1986 
convention and had Alan 
Boesak as a speaker, was 
planning to accept $15,000 
in "blood money" for its 
1987 convention here 
Blood money is how Jesse 
Jackson (who by the way, 
will speak at the August 
convention) probably 
would put it. 
But Jean Thompson, co¬ 
chairwoman of the 1987 
convention, said "thanks 
but no thanks" to CitiCorp. 
"As a national black 
organization, we were 
taking money from a 

Continued on Page 2 
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NOBLE/Con't. 

Noble's view is academia 
prepares students for a 
craft that does not 
practice what it preaches 
The current crop of 
students were born after 
the civil rights era, and 
Noble fears that few of 
them take the time to be 
steeped in Afro-American 
and African history. 
Thus, they are easy prey 

for the news business 
myth of objectivity 

"Objectivity? I believe in 
it when it is being 
practiced generally," said 
Noble. "But journalism is a 
myth. Show me an 
organization that 
practices up and down 
objectivity, especially on 
questions of race. 

"We’ve all acquired a 
degree of racial luggage 
whether we admit it or 
not. We're operating in a 
subjective climate Whites 
are not practicing 
objectivity" 

Noble said ABC "World 
News Tonight" promises to 
give the world's news in 
22 minutes, but news 
judgment is from a 
Eurocentric perspective 

So he feels no guilt at 
presenting an Afrocentric 
position at every 
opportunity. Noble calls 
"Like It Is" the "other 
side" of unbalanced 
coverage of issues 
involving or affecting 
people of color in America 
and overseas. It features 
interviews with African 
and Caribbean heads of 
state and analyzes social, 
economic, political and 
cultural issues of interest 
to black communities. 

Noble urged black 
journalists to "analyze 
how power is erected and 
manipulated in this 

country. Take apart the 
hip" 
An issue begging deeper 
analysis is the ongoing 
civil rights struggle by 
the unsung heros, 
ordinary people who 
agitated and pressured 
white-owned media to hire 
black journalists 

"You should be 
completely saturated with 
that story," said Noble. 
"Understanding the story 
will make you angry . I 
think that would change 
the kind of performances 
we engage in." 

Noble said standing up 
for black people’s 
interests may make black 
journalists unpopular in 
the newsroom, but it will 
earn the respect of 
colleagues and the public. 
Noble knows In 1982 he 

aired a program that was 
critical of Israel s 
invasion of Lebanon and 
presented panelists with 
pro-Palestinian points of 
view 
American Jewish 

organizations complained 
about the show and ABC 
management said future 
"Like it Is” programs 
would be restricted from 
reporting on 
international issues and 
the programs would be 
screened by a censor. 

Black viewers picketed 
ABC s studios, some of 
them women with babies 
in their arms, and a man 
hooked to respirator. 
Management was forced to 
withdraw threats of 
editorial restraints. 
"There are Instances 

when you stand up as a 
journalist you get 
reciprocity from the black 
community," said Noble. 
"And you enjoy some 

protection. Now in 
broadcasting, the 
economic noose is 

tightening. There are 25 
percent cuts across the 
board at ABC, and that's 
white people. 
"You better hurry up and 
get political." 

REFUSES FUNDS/Cont... 

company that we find 
reprehensible," Thompson 
said. 
Thompson made the 
decision on her own after 
getting no strong 
reaction, one way or the 
other, from either the 
board of directors of NABJ 
or from members of the 
South Florida Association 
of Black Journalists 
(SFABJ), the convention 
hosts 
Thompson, a reporter for 
the Fort Lauderdale Sun- 
Sentinel, is president of 
SFABJ. 

Continued on Page 4 
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JOBLINE 

The News (Southbridge, Mass.) has an entry- 

level opening for a staff writer. Contact 
Sherry Volpert, human resources manager. 

(617)764-4325.WECT-TV. Wilmington. 

N.C., is looking for a night general assignment 

reporter. Entry-level position. Send resume to 

Raeford Brown, news director, WECT-TV. P.O. 

Box 4029, Wilmington. N.C. 28406.WFAA- 

IV, Dallas, has openings for: news producer, 

weather caster and weekend weather news 

reporter. Contact Marty Haag, news director, 

WFAA-TV, Communications Center, Dallas, 

Texas 75202. Or call (214)748- 

9631.WGBH-TV. Boston, is looking for a 

corporate publications writer. Part-time 

position. Candidates should have strong 

experience in writing sales or fund-raising 

copy. Contact Cynthia Alperowicz, (617)492- 

3738.....The S(. Paul Piop.eer Press and 

Dispatch is taking applications for present 

and future openings. The features copy desk 

has an immediate opening for an individual ~~ 

with a flair for page design and layout. 

Applicants may be recent college graduates or 

experienced professionals. The night copy 

desk has a summer opening for a copy editor 

who can rotate into the important positions of 

slot, assistant news editor, makeup editor and 

wire editor. Applicants must be experienced 

copy desk professionals, preferably with 

some supervisory experience. In addition, the 

features department is seek ing anassistanL. 

features editor, an executive position. Near- 

term reporter and photographer openings are 

also possible. Contact Steven A. Smith, 

assistant to the managing editor, 345 Cedar 

St., St. Paul, Minn. 55101.The Keene (N.H.) 

Sentinel (circ. 1,600) is tooking for 

journalism graduates with at least one year of 

experience for the positions of assistant 

assignment editor.and general assignment 

reporter. Contact Jim Rousmaniere, editor 

(603)352-1234. 

B.A.N. PEOPLE 

AkuaLezli Hope. '77, of Painted Post, 
NY, was awarded a New York 
Foundation for the Arts Fellowship for 
Poetry Established in 1971. the 
foundation helps New York Artists gain 
access to audiences and the general 
public Hope's work has been published 
in small press magazines and national 
anthologies including: "Extended 
Outlooks, the Iowa Review Collection of 
Contemporary Women Writers (1983); 
"Confirmation," an anthology of 
African American Women Writers 
(1983); "Woman Poet East," (1981); 
"Ordinary Women '' (1978); and 
Keeping the Faith," an anthology of 

Black American Women Writers 
(1974).A drum roll to Ken lones. '81, 
and TonvChaoelle, "84, contributors to a 
comprehensively rich April EM (Ebony 
Man) issue dedicated to Jazz (or, to you 
fellow jazz junkies out there, African- 
American Classical), Ken's piece, "The 
Soul of Jazz; Despite Difficulties the 
Music Lives On," adroitly explained the 
difficulties of fighting to preserve the 
music's integrity and historical context, 
but at the same time, remain open to 
new ideas. Tony's piece, "Keeping the 
Blues Out of the Red." offered advice on 
how musicians can manage control 
over their art Yes, there is a long way 
to go, nevertheless, the 1970s and 1980s 
witnessed a dramatic increase in the 
number of black elected officials. An 
under-reported phenomenon was a 
parallel movement. A sharp rise in 
black public administrators: managers 
who get little glory but are counted on 
to make government work. Its national 
organization met in Philadelphia last 
month and Bridgette Davis. '86, of the 
Philadelphia Inquirer reported, 

Dear Reader: 
Yoursubscrlptlonrenewal 
date now appears In the 
right corner of your mail¬ 
ing sticker (1 e ,1f It reeds 
3.88, renewal dale Is March 
1988.) If you mailed your 
subscription Putrecelved a 
notice, our mall must hove 
crossed. Please accept our 
thanksandepologlesfor 
the unnecessary reminder. 

SMtocrifre Today! 

Name_ 
Organization. 
Address_ 
City/State_ 

_Title_ 
-Phone- 
-Zip. 
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She got the offer 
unsolicited from CitiCorps 
PR man in Miami. He 
offered to fund the 
convention’s community 
forum workshop, saying 
the publicity would help 
the bank’s image among 
the city’s minorities. 
Thompson said she would 
have to bring the idea 
before SFABJ members 
before accepting. 
"I didn't get any major 

reaction...I was 
disappointed that 
members of our group 
didn't take a stand,” she 
said. 
Similarly, at two NABJ 
board meetings, directors 
discussed the donation but 
made no decision. 
Thompson said she acted 
out of practical as well as 
moral considerations: with 
some NABJ members 
already talking about 
boycotting a one-day 
cruise to the Bahamas, the 

convention does not need 
another "headache ” 
Footnote: CitiCorp s PR 
man took the rejection 
calmly, and he offered to 
help find another funding 
source for the community 
workshop 

The writer, a reporter at The 

Miami Herald, is co-chairman 

of the NABJ convention 

publicity committee and a 

member of the executive 

planning committee. 

Briefly. 

Two black Columbia University 
undergraduates last month briefed 
members of the New York Association of 
Black Journalists about a 2 1/2-week burst 
of racial violence on campus last March. 
Sophomores Patricia Johnson and JacQuie 
Parmlee said violence peaked March 22 
when about 30 whites attacked eight 
blacks outside a campus disco and bar. 
Four white football players were 
indentified as the people who provoked 
the brawl Black students accused 
university administration of resisting 
calls to take disciplinary action. 
At the meeting, NYABJ said it would send a 
letter to the university, noting distress 
over the assault, and demand that the 
school take immediate action. 

The Hew York Daily News did 
discriminate against four black 
journalists employed at the newspaper, a 
federal court jury announced at the 
climax of a two-month trial. The jury 
agreed that the newspaper during the 
mid-1970s to early 1980s discriminated 
against black journalists in salaries, 
promotions and assignments and 
retaliated when the employees 
complained 
The court is to set a damage award. Daily 
News management still contends it is 
innocent and promised to appeal. 
However, after the federal court case is 
resolved, another discrimination suit — 
filed on behalf of the black employees by 
the federal Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission — awaits the 
newspaper. 
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Utrice C. Leid of The CITY SUN speaks as Randall Pinkston of WCBS-TV listens. 
Both panelists participated in a session on racial violence and media last 
month in Newark. U.S. Rep. John Conyers Jr. (D-Mich.) also address issue. PAGE 3. 

J-graduates 
urge school 
improvements 

NEW YORK - An ad-hoc 

committee of black, 

Hispanic and Asian 

graduates of the Columbia 

University School of 

Journalism Class of 1987 

last month presented a list 

of concerns to the school 

faculty and administration. 

At issue was the j-school s 

attitude toward racial 

minorities regarding class 

instruction, recruitment 

and news coverage of non¬ 

white people. The list was 

presented on 

commencement day. 

The new graduates were 

trying to arrange a meeting 

with faculty, 

administration and some 

alumni. 

The graduate's concerns 
were: 

* Professor Luther 

P. Jackson: that the 

school immediately 

reinstate him in an active 

teaching position, either in 

a news Reporting & Writing 

class (RW- 1) or a seminar . 

Jackson is a tenured 

professor. 

* Curriculum 
incorporate coverage of 

minority communities. 

Recommended that RW-I 

classes include a segment 

on minorities in the media 

and how minority 

communities can be covered 

better. 

* Tenure urge the 

administration to grant 

tenure to Associate Dean 

Donald H. Johnston. 

Professor Joyce Shelby, 

and, retain Professor Judy 

Serrin, who was denied 

tenure this year. These 

educators were praised for 

teaching excellence and 

concern for training and 

recruiting of minority 

journalists. 

* Latino Professors 
and Adjunct 
Instructors: that the 

school hire them. The 

journalism program does 

not have a Latino professor 

or adjunct. 

* Asian-Americans 

as Minorities: A 

faculty member this year 

reportedly suggested that 

the admissions committee 

stop counting Asians as 

minorities. The 

recommendation was not 

supported by the school 

committee, but students 

were concerned the issue 

could resurface. The 

graduate committee said the 

recommendation was 

ignorant and insensitive. 

* Professor Richard 
Blood Several black, 

Hispanic and Asian 

students who worked with 

the instructor said he is 

insensitive to coverage of 

minority issues. The 

administration was asked to 

immediately discuss the 

matter with Blood, a former 

New York Daily News 

editor. There was concern 

that minority recruitment 

efforts could be 

undermined by negative 

perceptions. 

* Financial Aid 
Several non-white students 

accepted to the 1986-87 

class did not attend 

because of the high cost of 

Continued on Page 6 



NABJ Convention 
funding: clearing 
the record 

Dear Editor 
Your readers and 

members of the 
National Association of 
Black Journalists were 
ill-served by Dan 
Holly's recent article 
("Fla. ABJ refuses funds 
tainted by apartheid," — 
May 1987 issue). 
Careful reporting 

would have shed light 
on the major 
fundraising challenge 
faced by the 1987 
Convention Committee 
and the hard-working 
members of the South 
Florida chapter (SFABJ) 

Instead of a high- 
quality, informative 
article, what ran was an 
editorial marred by 
factual errors and 
misquotation. The 
actions and intention of 
our volunteers were 
misrepresented. 
The NABJ national 

board never 
reviewed Citicorp 
Savings verbal offer to 
sponsor a convention 
event. The item was 
never considered at the 
two meetings referred 
to in Holly's story. 
The local co-chairmen 

of the convention and 
NABJ President A1 
Fitzpatrick discussed the 
proposed donation on 
two occasions. As 
leaders of the 
convention planning 
committees, we are fully 
aware of the 
membershipss 

concerns, regarding 
companies with 
investments in South 
Africa Although the 
National Board does not 
have a written policy 
regarding donations 

from such companies, 
the mandate of the 
board to the local 
committees is clear. 
Jean Thompson did 

receive the offer from 
Citicorp, and in the 
interest of fairness, 
brought it to the 
attention of the local 
chapter, Regional 
Director Michael 
McQueen and A1 
Fitzpatrick. She was 
asked to do some 
research to find out 
exactly what role 
Citicorp plays in South 
Africa and whether the 
company had 
announced plans to pull 
out 
When she contacted 

Citicorp with those 
questions, the corporate 
office who tendered the 
offer withdrew it 
Yhile we respect 

the right of any NABJ 
of SFABJ member to 
express his opinion, we 
expect the journalist to 
use all the skill of the 
trade to ensure that the 
facts are right 
Dan Holly was a co- 
chairman of our 
publicity committee, but 
was not writing his 
story in his capacity as 
a convention 
spokesman. He never 
interviewed board 
members of Al, and 
therefore constructed 
what constitutes an 
example of poor 
journalism 

Michael McQueen 
Region V Director, NABJ 

Jean Thompson 
President, SFABJ 

The author 
replies: 

Members of NABJ's 
board of directors have 

criticized the story I 
wrote stating that NABJ 
wavered on whether to 
accept a $15,000 
donation from Citicorp 
for the 1987 
convention Board 
members complained 
that they did not even 
known about Citicorp's 
offer 

1 would like to 
correct some points in 
the story. Citicorp was 
listed as a sponsor in 
the tentative 
convention budget, but 
that alone does not show 
that board members 
knew about the offer 

At any rate, the board 
did not discuss the offer 
at two meetings and fail 
to reach a decision, as 
the story stated That is 
what I thought Jean 
Thompson told me, but I 
misunderstood her 
What she said, she now 
tells me, is that the 
board discussed, in 
general, the issue of 
whether NABJ should 
accept contributions 
from corporations that 
do business in South 
Africa 

I m not sure that's true 
either (Merv Aubespin 
said that type of 
discussion would not 
have taken place since 
the board has an 
unwritten but long¬ 
standing policy on not 
accepting donations 
from corporations that 

do business in South 
Africa) 
I sincerely regret 

the errors and I 
apologize to board 
members for the 
misleading impression 
that the story conveyed 
At the same, time I feel 
they were honest errors 
and that I was just 
expressing my opinion 

I am dismayed that 
Al Fitzpatrick felt the 

Page 2 

need to punish me for 
doing so by stripping 
me of my co- 
chairmanship of the 
convention publicity 
committee 
Perhaps he is right 

that a p r person should 
not be writing negative 
stories, but perhaps I'm 
not the p.r. type. 
Regardless of 

whatever punishment 
Fitzpatrick metes out, 
the story was accurate 
in stating that the South 
Florida Chapter of NABJ 
knew fully about the 
donation and most 
members were willing 
to accept it. 

Also, at least two board 
members (Fitzpatrick 
and regional director 
Mike McQueen) knew 
about Citicorp's offer 
and neither told Jean 
Thompson, “don't even 
think about it." 
In my opinion, that is 

what should been done. 

Dun F*lly 
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Conference probes press’ 

role in racial violence 

Page 3 

Story by Wayne J. 
Dawkins photos by 
Robin Tinay Sallie 

NEWARK, N J,- In the 
1980s, dramatic episodes 
of racial violence 
directed against people 
of color in America 
flashed in the public's 
sights with shocking 
frequency. 
Howard Beach; Forsyth 
County, Ga.; Southwest 
Philadelphia; the Citadel 
(military academy, S.C.); 
University of 
Massachusetts; and 
recently, Columbia 
University. 
The news media 
reported the events and 
cast a shadow. But did 
the chroniclers and 
analysts shed any light? 
About 90 journalists 
from New York, New 
Jersey and Connecticut 
last month gathered at 
the spring regional 
conference of the 
National Association of 
Black Journalists 
(NABJ) looking for 
answers. 
A two-part symposium 
looked at the incidents 
and asked if the news 
media helped create or 
influence conflict. Also, 
strategies were 
suggested to cover the 
phenomenon 
effectively. 
In addition to 

journalists, one of the 
panels included 
Newark s police 
director, Louis 
Greenleaf. 
Following the 
symposium, Rep. John 

Conyers Jr. (D-Mich.), 
the conference keynote 
speaker, told journalists 
the Iran-Contra scandal 
was linked to the 
outbreak of racial 
violence nationally 
Conyers said the 

Reagan administration 
is operating "a national 
security state" that 
"countenances 
lawlessness and 
operates on violence 
"The signal's been 
given six to seven years 
ago that it's okay (to 
vent violence against 
racial minorities). It 
grabbed hold at the 
local level. We've 
rationalized racism and 
racially motivated 
violence Expect more of 
it." 

The Symposium 
Newsgathering was the 
first part of the 
symposium. Panelists 
were reporters Stanley 
Terrell of the Newark 
Star-Ledger: Randall 
Pinkston ofWCBS-TV 
and Ronald Smothers of 
The New York Times, 
Utrice C Leid, 
managing editor of The 
City Sun, a black-owned 
Brooklyn, NY. weekly, 
and Newark Police 
Director Greenleaf. 
Part two was on 
newsroom strategies in 
covering racial 
violence. Reporters 
Larry Bivins of New 
YorkNewsday; Kathy 
Barrett Carter of The 
Star-Ledger, and Jeri L. 
Love, news director of 
WINS-Newsradio, joined 
the panel Les Payne, 

assistant managing 
editor of Newsday. 
moderated both 
sessions 

Does the news media 
create or influence 
racial violence?, 
panelists were asked. 
“Influence, yes. Create, 

no," said Smothers of 
the Times. We 
influence, but for the 
best, to get people 
talking about issues." 
Pinkston of WCBS-TV 

said "we cover the 
after-effect (of racial 
violence). When we cast 
a shadow, we don't take 
enough time to look at 
the underlying 
problems," that spark 
conflict. 
Greenleaf said physical 
police brutality against 
black citizens has been 
declining over recent 
decades but more verbal 
violence against black 
defendants are on the 
rise. 
"Sometimes,” he said 

"that inflicts more 
damage.” 
Terrell of the Star- 
Ledger doubted that 
there was a resurgence 
of racial violence this 
decade. Conditions have 
been there all along, he 
said. 
"We just have sexier 

stories with good 
camera angles." 
Moderator Payne and 

other panels noted a 
tendency of media 
accounts to discredit 
black victims of racial 
violence who are not 
"pristine." 
Example: some media 
accounts of the deadly 

Continued on Page 4 
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Howard Beach assault 
questioned why the 
black victims were 
traveling through the 
nearly all-white 
enclave The victim s 
legal strategy, refusing 
to cooperate with local 
authorities until a 
special prosecutor was 
called in, was attacked 
Some accounts 
suggested that one of 
the victims, who was 
beaten and chased by a 
mob of whites and killed 
after getting hit by a 
speeding car, was 
impaired by illegal 
drugs 

"I have to deal with the 
preconceptions of my 
editors," said Smothers, 
who covered that story. 
’They're looking for 
pristine victims. I say 
let's lay the facts out." 
In the newroom 

strategies segment, 
Smothers said reporters 
should "shout, holler, 
scream, get indignant," 
with editors if they 
strongly believe the 
tone or content of a 
story is wrong If 
necessary, stay late at 
work to review the final 
edited story before it 
goes to press 
He recalled a story he 

did in the 1970s where 
he contested the tone of 
the piece with an editor 
The story was about a 
police officer who shot 
and killed a black teen¬ 
age boy without 
provocation (the officer 
was acquitted on a 
"temporary insanity" 
plea) Smothers wanted 
to note in the lead 
paragraph that the 

officer called the boy "a 
nigger" before killing 
him. The editor wanted 
the slur taken out, but 
wanted the criminal 
record of an eyewitness 
added 
"You have to keep 
saying no," said the 
reporter Some news 
judgment battles will be 
won, he said, others will 
be lost. 
Bivins of New York 
Newsday said black 
journalists have to 
continue to press to 
increase their presence 
in newrooms. 
Barrett-Carter, the 

only black reporter in 
the Star-Ledger's 12- 
member state capitol 
bureau, said black 
journalists should cover 
stories about the black 
condition that are 
outside their beat, 
because at many places, 
it's "either you cover it 
or does not get covered." 
Love of WINS said black 
news managers "have to 
be grounded in the 
community to make a 
difference 
"I'm new to New York 
(she worked in Los 
Angeles) and I didn't 
know I couldn't go to 
Howard Beach. I was 
very emotional about 
that story ." 
Leid of the City Sun 
offered criticism and a 
recommendation for 
black journalists who 
work at white-owned 
media. 
Criticism: "Often I see 
black reporters act like 
whites and do 
sociological profiles (of 
black conditons) I 

haven't seen a story on 
what makes a young 
white racist in New 
York City 

FACES FROM THE REGIONAL: 

Clockwise, upper left, Elsie 

Washington leads a research 

workshop called "Where to 

find it." Dardy, one of four 

New York Daily News journal¬ 

ists who sued the newspaper 

for discrimination and won, 
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tells his story. Reggie Life, 

an independent filmmaker, 

speaks about the craft. Arturo 

Villard, publisher and founder 

of a Sunday magazine suppli- 

ment geared to Hispanic read¬ 

ers, give advice at the "Star¬ 

ting a Media Venture"workshop. 

Recommendation: 
"Your existence is 
inextricably linked to 
the black press You are 
powerless unless the 
black press is strong 
You have to start 
networking and 
maintain an ongoing 
relationship" 

Conyers on racial 
violence 
Benjamin Ward, New 

York City's first black 
police commissioner, 
has suggested that 
"radicals" are going to 
provoke a "long hot 
summer" of violence 
and racial tension 
Rep Conyers, a 12-term 
congressman, heard 
that claim and he said 
it s a rerun of what 
some authorities claim 
sparked the Detroit riots 
20 years ago. "Ward s 
sending out that 
conspiracy theory 
(again), dressed up," 
said Conyers. 
Media coverage 

attributed the Detroit 
explosion to an 
unknown radical group, 
said Conyers, but the 
violence really erupted 
because a substitute 
police commander 
unknowingly broke an 
agreement, 
raided a black 
speakeasy, hurled black 
women down flights of 
stairs, and set off an 
agitated community 
The Reagan 

presidency, said 

Conyers, indirectly 
encouraged an upswing 
in racial violence, 

We re coming out of 
the most regressive 
administration since 
Calvin Coolidge. The 
thinly-veiled message is 

Continued on Page 6 

Johnson 
tells secret 
of success 

By Wayne J. Davkins 

By the year 2000 
America is projected to see 

many of its biggest cities 

with new urban majorities. 

The term minority as a 

characterization of people 

who are not whi te wi 11 be an 

anachronism: In Detroit, SS 

percent of the population is 

expected to be black and 

Hispanic. Atlanta s black 

population is expected to 

grow to 74 percent. At least 

60 percent of the residents 

of Baltimore. Memphis. 

Tenn., and New Orleans are 

expected to be black and 

brown people. 

Publisher John H. Johnson 

read these numbers to 

about 200 news people and 

students at Columbia 

University Graduate School 

of Journalism late last 

April. The publisher of 

Ebony and other magazines 

was being recognized by the 

university's Delacorte 

Center for Magazine Studies 

for 42 years of excellence 

in publishing. 

But as the center's third 

annual lecturer, Johnson 

came with a warning. 

“We re down to the bottom 

line," he said. "The 

struggle for fulfillment of 

the mission of the 

American media continues. 

The new urban majorities 

are non-white. The press 

has to educate the public to 

accept that fact. 

"The media must reflect 

society and change with 

society. We are faced with 

the national task of 

redoubling our efforts in a 

new media environment. It 

Continued on Page 8 
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it s okay (to commit 
violence against black 
people).'" 
The congressman 
attacked the news media 
on it's slow progress in 
desegregating its 
industry "There may be 
parts of Howard Beach 
that are more 
integrated than the 
newsrooms you work 
in," Conyers told the 
audience 

He also blamed the 
Reagan adminstration 
for creating the 
atmosphere that 
encouraged the greed 
and lawlessness of the 
Iran-Contra affair We 
need to move away from 
a national security state 
with a Democratic or 
Republican 
replacement" said 
Conyers. "Move to a 
constitutional 
democracy The one in 
the books ” 

Daily News Trial 
Panel 
The New York Daily 
News had much to lose 
when it chose a trial 
instead of settling a 
discrimination lawsuit 
by black news 
employees out of court. 
"The News chose to 

fight even though it 
risked being the 
Watergate of 
journalism, said David 

Hardy, one of four 
journalists who sued the 
paper and won. He said 
the newspaper wanted 
to make a lesson out of 
the plaintiffs, but the 
tactic backfired. 

According to Hardy, Gil 
Spencer, editor of the 
tabloid, told him that 
the company was after 
him expecially "because 
you took a rag-tag 
bunch of blacks and 
launched a crusade" 
Hardy, a reporter, and 

Steve Duncan, a layout 
editor, told journalists 
about the successful 
trial that has the news 
industry trembling. The 
other plaintiffs were 
Joan Sheppard, cultural 
affairs writer, and 
Causwell Vaughn, a 
copy editor 
The News was the first 
major newspaper to 
contest a race or sex 
discrimination suit 
Others like The New 
York Times, Washington 
Post and Associatied 
Press settled out of 
court. 
The recent nine-week 
trial in federal court 
brought an inside look 
of a news organization 
where in court 
testimony white editors 
called newspeople and 
news subjects "niggers" 
and "spies," in a 
woman's case, a 
"streetwalker," and 
denied journalists of 
color promotions and 
comparable pay to 
whites 
News management said 
the plaintiffs were 
incompetent and 
underserving of the 

compensation they 
sought 
But a jury of four white 
men , a white woman 
and a black woman, 
decided the black 
journalists were right. 
Duncan said News 
management called him 
and the other plaintiffs 
"losers" in court 
testimony. 

Losers?” sneered 
the white-haired 
newsman. "Mike O'Neill 
is the first editor in the 
history of American 
journalism to preside 
over a paper that lost a 
million circulation 
during his watch ." 
O'Neill was editor 
during the period the 
black journalists made 
the discrimination 
complaints, 1975-82. 
This month the judge is 
to set the damage award 
The News says it will 
appeal. 
Meanwhile, Hardy and 
Duncan said the paper 
faces more challenges. 
Five other black 
employees also sued the 
News and that case is 
scheduled for trial. 
Furthermore, the 
federal Equal 
Employment 
Opportunity Commission 
has a case against the 
newspaper. 
The win was not 

without a lot of pain. 
Hardy said he and other 
plaintiffs had to spend 
about $12,000 each for 
legal expenses. Their 
character was attacked, 
particularly Hardy, who 
was described as 
rougishly arrogant, 

hyper-sensitive about 
race, and an unethical 
reporter, and Vaughn, 
who was grilled in trial 
about conflict of 
interest several years 
ago in which he co¬ 
signed a loan with a 
former Brooklyn 
Congressman The 
panelists also noted the 
"hysterical" press 
coverage of the trial, 
particularly by Editor & 
Publisher, the Village 
Voice and The 
Washington Post that 

excoriated the plaintiffs 
but was sympathetic to 
the Daily News 
Nevertheless, Duncan 

said faith and a sense of 
morality instilled in by 
his late minister father 
convinced him he and 
his colleagues would 
beat the odds, 

I was enough of a 
mystic to believe we 
would prevail," he said 

J-graduates/Con't 

school. As tuition rises, the 
school was urged to 
continue efforts to secure 
scholarships for minority 
students and adequately 
publicize those currently 
offered. 
* Recruitment The 
school needs more minority 
students. In 1986-87 there 
was only one black male 
and one native-born Asian 
male in the class. 
Administration recruiting 

efforts this year were 
commended. Working 
minority journalists were 
asked to encourage students 
to apply and the 
application deadline for the 
1987-88 school year was 
extended. 
The graduate committee 

recommended a standing 
minority recruitment plan 
so efforts can continue. 

* Minority 

Improvement Award: 

The title ol the Columbia 
Journalism Review Award 
for Evidence of the Most 
Progress'" for a minority 
student is condescending. 
The school was commended 
for the effort to support 
minorities through the 
scholarship, but it was 
recommended that the name 
ol the award be changed so 

CONTINUED on Page 8 
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B.A.N. PEOPLE 

When John H. Johnson gave the Delacorte Center 
address last April, there was a mini-reunion of 
sorts of SO graduates: Charles Mmpson is an 
attorney tor a Newark bank; Sharoa 
Sherrington is a copy editor trainee at The 
New York Times and Janie Sykes Kennedy, 
an independent entrepreneur, was about to 
embark on an overseas mission.Karen 
Turner, 55, is news and public affairs 
director of WIZF-FM in Cincinnati. She was 
previously at WCTC-Radio in New Brunswick, 
N.J.Reginald Stuart. 71, who has reported 
for The New York Times as a correspondent in 
Detroit. Miami. Atlanta and Washington, moved 
to the Philadelphia Daily News as its 
Washington correspondent.One hundred fifty 
artifacts from Charles Sissons*, 70, 
collection documents what he calls misuse of 
the First Amendment against Afro-Americans. 
Black Americans and the Bicentennial of the 

U.S. Constitution — A Mass Media Perspective," 
is on display through August at Howard 
University s Armour J. Blackburn Center. Items 
on display include a 1919 Aunt Jemima 
advertisement and a 1939 Tarzan comic strip, 
aimed at highlighting myths of docility and 
inferiority of black people. Simmons told The 
Washington Post: 
"The use of the media as a vehicle to spread 

racism has been an abuse of the First 
Amendment. The political and economic elite in 
the United States have pitted poor whites 
against blacks, women and other minorities 
through negative portrayals in various forms of 
the media." 
Simmons is a professor at Howard s School of 
Communications. The New Black Woman," is a 
three-part report by Dorothy Gillian. 61, 
and Jacqueline Trescott that appeared in 
the Washington Post. The series documents 
sweeping change in the lives of Afro-American 
women in the past 30 years. Two million black 
women currently work in white collar jobs, 
radical change compared to domestic work was 

the normal aspiration a generation ago in 
legally segregated America. Half of the current 
group work in influential positions ranging 
from corporate vice president to physicist. With 
change, numerous challenges and problems — 
lifestyle and employment — remain for black 

women. Copies of the series are available from 
the newspaper.Betty Winston Baye, 80, of 
The Lousiville Courier-Journal, is now doing 
weekly radio commentaries on social, political 
and economic issues for WJYL-FM, the number- 
one black radio station in town. 

JOBLINE 

National Public Radio (NPR) is looking for a 
national reporter who would be based in Chicago 
and cover the Midwest beat. Applicant should 
have minimum three years reporting 
experience. Radio experience an asset but not 
essential. Excellent opportunity to do feature 
length and depth reporting. Contact Marcus 
Rosenbaum, national editor. NPR. 2025 M Street 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Or call 1 -800- 
235-1212.WGBH-TV. Boston, has an opening 
for a production assistant/design. Should have 
strong math skills, be detail-oriented and have 
at least two years experience with a design 
studio, ad agency or printer. Salary range: 
$18,406-$24,901. Contact Norma Sinclair, 
(617)492-2624.The Boston Globe has an 
opening for a copy editor. Contact Charles 
Mansbach. news editor, (617)929-3094.the 
Philadelphia Daily News is looking for a g.a. 
reporter for its metro desk. Contact Michael 
Freeman, metro editor, P.O. Box 7788, 
Philadelphia. Pa. 19101. Or call (215)854- 
5900.The Louisville Courier- lournal has 
several openinngs: copy editor, sports copy 
editor, regional reporter and general 
assignment reporter. Contact Mervin Aubespin 
at the newspaper, 525 W. Broadway. Louisville, 
Ky. 40202. Or call (502)582-4011. 

Dear Reader: 
Your subscription renewal 
date now appears in the 
right corner of your mail¬ 
ing sticker(i.e., if it reads 
6.88, renewal date is June 
1988 .) If you mailed your 
subscription but received 
a notice, our mail must have 
crossed. Please accept our 
thanks and apologies for 
the unecessary reminder. 

Name___ 

Organization_Title_ 
Address-_Phone_ 
Ci ty/State_Zi p. 

One year of BAN Newsletter: $15; Two years: $25 



Success/Con't 

is a matter of national 
survival." 
Johnson, publisher of 

Ebony, Jet and EM (Ebony 
Man) magazines, is an 
authority on struggle and 
change. He lived in another 
America 45 years ago when 
he started his publishing 
empire with $500 he 
borrowed after using his 
mother s furniture as 
collateral. He had to sneak 
up a service elevator to his 
hotel room because black 
customers were not welcome 
in Chicago hotels. 

The other America four 
decades ago was a place 
where white-owned media 
considered it dangerous to 
show an advertisement of a 
black woman washing 
clothing. 
Johnson helped changed 
that attitude. His style was 
low-key, conservative, but 
very tenacious. 
Of social change, he said 
some of us ought to march, 

some of us ought to 
threaten, some of us ought 
to persuade. 
"I chose to persuade." 

He persuaded major 
white advertisers to market 
their products to black 

consumers. Before Johnson 
Publishing, there were no 
black models on advertising 
pages. He pushed for 
change. 
In the 1960s. when urban 

rioting compelled white 
news organizations to hire 
black journalists to send 
into the burning ghettos, 
Johnson Publishing was 
often raided for talent. 

Johnson called it the price 
of pioneering." He's turned 
the tables this decade, 
though. He often hires 
black journalists from large 
white-owned media 
companies. 
And with pride he noted 
that Johnson Pubications 
were not just special 
interest magazines because 
for decades it reached out 
to have a racially mixed 
staff of writers, 
photographers and 
managers. His magazines 
have white and Asian- 
American vice presidents 
and Johnson says he 
employs more women in key 
positions than other white- 
owned publications. 
"There is more integration 
at Johnson Publishing than 
any white magazine in 
America," he said. 

We were not born from the 
Kerner Commission report. 
We were born into 

intergration. Johnson s 
address was on the eve of 
the 19th anniversary of the 
report, which criticized the 
news media for segregated 
practices that aggravated 
racial unrest. 
Johnson welcomes 
intergration. Asked once 
what would happen if 
America truly integrated, 
he replied I'll have 100 
percent share of the market 
instead of 10 percent. 
We've had more experience 
selling to white people than 
they have selling to us." 
Johnson, a native 

Arkansan, whose Southern 
twang springs forth when 
he speaks with emphasis, 
exuded confidence. He is 
chief executive of the 
largest black-owned 
business in America. Last 
year it reported $173 
million in sales and the 
1987 projection is $200 
million. The company 
employs at least 1,800 
people. 

Johnson's success 
rate is high. He s started 
six magazines; three were 
successes, three failed. His 
batting average lately has 
been better than media 
Goliaths like Time Inc., 
whose last three 
publications were failures. 
But Johnson said he is not 
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cocky or arrogant and 
warned against such an 
attitude: 
"1 can t be cocky. I'm 

always afraid...! always run 
scared. You have to show 
confidence but you have to 
live with 1 ear...There s 
nothing wrong with being 
afraid, being humble and 
doing unto others." 

And in doing onto others, 
Johnson urged the news 
media to practice what it 
preaches. 

We ought to begin writing 
about our own 
(journalism si democratic 
ideals since the press 
constantly writes about 
people s failure to meet 
democratic ideals, he said. 
We are called to the 

fundamental principles ol 
our profession." 

J-Graduates/Con't 

it reflects the pride a 
student should rightly feel 
in receiving it. 
The list of concerns was 

endorsed by the Black 
Alumni Network; Society of 
Professional Journalists, 
Columbia University 
Chapter; New York 
Association ol Black 
Journalists and Zeta Phi 
Beta Sorority, Inc. 
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Singing America to a different tune 

Betty Winston Baye was 
keynote speaker for the 
National Association of Black 
Journalists Region HI (Pa., 
Del.) Conference June 13 in 
Philadelphia. The Conference 
theme was “African- 
Americans and the U.S. 
Constitution: We Too, Sing 
America. 

Betty Winston Baye is an 
assistant city editor at The 
Courier-Journal in Louisville, 
Ky. and she is vice¬ 
president/print of NABJ. She 
is senior editor and co- 
founder of the Black Alumni 
Newsletter. The following is 
her address to the 45 black 
journalists who assembled at 
New Freedom Theater. 

Excuse me if I sit this 
one out 
Excuse me if I don't gush 

all over, get sweaty under 
the armpits or misty about 
the eyes. 

I too sing America. But 
you must understand that 
I'm not being rude — I 
wasn't raised that way I'm 
not unpatriotic. Can t be 
since my people have shed 
blood in all your wars, 
including your 
Revolutionary and Civil 
Wars Sometimes you seem 
to forget that when you 
teach the country's 
history. Anyway, I'm not 
unpatriotic. I've got sense 
enough to know that 
while you have the 

physical might to block 
my revolution, you can't 

block the revolution of my 
mind. 
The bare truth is White 

America that as you 
celebrate the 200th 
anniversary of your 
Constitution, I still don't 
know my great¬ 
grandfather's name. As 
you celebrate the 200th 
anniversary of your 
Constitution, I haven't yet 
been able to find out from 
where in Africa my 
ancestors came. Were my 
people Ifes, Ibos, Ashantes 
or Yoruba? Were they 
from the Guinea Coast or 
somewhere along the 
Nile? The truth White 

Black newswriters favored seniority issue 

Seventh 
Anniversary 
Issue 

By Craig Dellimore 
CHICAGO-The seven- 
week long newswriters 
strike against CBS Inc. last 
spring was far from any 
kind of turning point for 
black employees of the 
broadcast news giant. But, 
in some ways, it helped 
the news organization's 
black employees realize 
how much had changed 
over the years. 
This is not to say that the 
strike was any different 
for black employees than 
it was for whites. Two 
newswriters with whom I 
spoke before I wrote this 

piece, agreed that the 
strike — if anything — 
brought the black writers 
closer to the whites 
Strikes tend to do that, if 
you've ever been in 
one...or about to enter one. 
But there was a creeping 
realization, after all the 
dust had settled, that black 
history at "black rock" 
(the CBS headquarters' 
nickname) had changed. 
I recall that, back in 1977 

when I first went to work 
for CBS in New York, there 
were no black 

Continued on Page 6 

America is that while your 
ancestors sat in 
Philadelphia 200 years ago 
and crafted that document 
they perceived my people 
as three-fifths men. They 
declared in your 
Constitution that slavery 
as an institution would be 
allowed to exist first until 
1800 and then until 1808 — 
21 years after the 
Constitution was ratified. 
Excuse me please if I don't 
get all excited. Did your 
founding fathers know 
that 21 years was what it 
would take for my father 
and grandmother to 
become full grown? 

Oh, America, the 
preamble to your 
Constitution, those gilded 
words, are so beautiful 
But ask yourself, do you 
even believe they are 
true? 

"We the people of the 
United States, in order to 
form a more perfect 
union, establish justice, 

Continued on Page 4 



Mock libel trial, parity issues 
highlight ’87 NABJ convention 

A mock libel trial with 
Fred Friendly of CBS News 
and addresses by 
presidential candidate 
Jesses Jackson and federal 
judge A. Leon 
Higginbotham Jr. 
highlight the upcoming 
National Association of 
Black Journalists 
convention 
"Paving the Road to 

Parity" is the theme of the 
12th annual convention at 
the Hotel Intercontinental 
in Miami Aug. 18 to 23. 
Scheduled are 30 

workshops for veteran 
and beginning journalists 
in six tracks: 
* Starting and surviving 
your career. 
* Reporting and editing 
* Management. 
* Mid-Career Options 
* Covering the Black 
Community 
* Photojournalism 6c 
Graphics 
General sessions include 
the mock libel trial with 
Friendly, journalists, trial 
lawyers and judges; a 
meeting with leaders of 
the nation's four major 
newspaper and broadcast 
organizations to discuss 
what's being done to 
bring about parity for 
black journalists, and a 
session featuring black 
journalists who recently 
won race discrimination 
suits against news 
organizations 
Conference registration 
is $200 for members of 
NABJ affiliate chapters, 
$225 for NABJ members 
and $75 for students. This 
year the convention 
features a one-day cruise 

to Nassau, Bahamas, and 
registration includes a $50 
surcharge. 

Single and double rooms 
at the Intercontinental 
Hotel are $70 per night. 
Eastern Airlines offers a 
60 percent discount off 
coach fares, 30 percent off 
first class, from most cities 
to Miami. Call 800-468-7022 
and use access code 
EZ8AT31. 
Last month the NABJ 
board at its quarterly 
meeting approved 
increases in scholarship 
funding and allowances 
for regional directors. 
The scholarship program 
was increased to $20,000 
for eight, $2,500 awards, 
an increase from six 
awards totalling $15,000 
The scholarship 
committee was reviewing 
applications from about 70 
candidates and was to 
announce the winners 
this month 
Scholarship funds were 
drawn from NABJ's 
operating budget. 
Meanwhile, members 
were urged to contribute 
to a scholarship 
endowment fund 
established by President 
Albert E. Fitzpatrick. As of 
June 5, $19,384 was in the 
fund. A goal of $100,000 
was set to be reached by 
the national convention 
in Miami 
The allowances for 
regional directors to 
conduct the business of 10 
geographic districts — 
NABJ-related travel, 
mailings and regional 
conferences — was 
increased to $1,500 from 
$300, 

In other action: 

* New York City was 
awarded the 1989 National 
Convention. The 1988 
convention will be in St. 
Louis. 

* Two Texas colleges were 
approved as NABJ's 
seventh and eighth 
student chapters. They are 
Wiley College and Texas 
Christian University. 
There are 21 professional 
chapters. 
* This year's summer 
interns were announced. 
They are: Connie Mclver 
(Arkansas Tech), who wiU 
intern at WNEV-TV, 
Boston; Inez Robinson 
(Alabama State 
University), WMAL-Radio, 
Washington; and 
Rhondella Richardson 
(Northeastern 
University), The Boston 
Globe. 
* The board voted to count 
membership dues paid 
after May 1,1987 for the 
1987-88 fiscal year that 
begins this August. 
* NABJ headquarters is 
listed in the Washington, 
D C and Northern 
Virginia telephone 
directories. The number is 
(703)648-1270. 
— Dawkins 

Letters: 
NY black journalists 
urges J-school: Resolve 
alumni concerns 

As you may know, the New 
York Association of Black 
Journalists has endorsed the 
statement submitted to you by 
the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Minorities at the Columbia 
Journalism School (“J- 
graduates urge school 
improvements/ June issue). 
Our members, many of whom 
are alumni of Columbia, 
wholeheartedly support the 
nine points detailed in the 
Committee s statement. 
We urge you to meet with the 

committee immediately to 
discuss and resolve these 
concerns. Additionally, 
NYABJ is interested in 
participating in these 
meetings. We are prepared to 
do everything that we can to 
ensure a timely and 
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satisfactory resolution of 
these issues affecting 
students of color at Columbia. 
Their concerns are our 
concerns. 

Columbia is regarded by 
many as one fo the leading 
institutions of higher learning 
in the nation. But true 
excellence cannot be attained 
with lingering deficiencies 
that can be easily resolved. 
Again, we implore you to act 
swiftly on these questions of 
student recruitment; 
curriculum; financial aid; and 
retention and active 
involvement of faculty 
members and administrators 
who are sensitive to issues of 
concern to people of color at 
Columbia as well as the 
community at large. 
Thank you for your time and 

consideration. We look 
forward to hearing from you 
soon. 

Sincerely, 
Yanick Rice, 
president. NYABJ 

Letter to Frederick T.C. Yu, 
acting dean, graduate school of 
journalism. 
May 21, 1987. 
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Seven years of gratitude 
Ongoing growth, commitment, merit special thanks 

By Wayne J. Dawkins 

I feel accomplishment, 

pride and much 
satisfaction. We've made it 
to another anniversary, 
our seventh year, our 84th 
consecutive issue 
We've done it with a 
committed group of 
volunteers, committed to 
maintaining a monthly 
bulletin board for news 
and career information 
and a forum for ideas and 
analysis of the media and 
how it particularly serves 
and affects black and 
brown people. 
Also committed are our 
readers. You inspire us to 
serve you better and you 

Budget Update 

June 15 balance: $388 

New and renewal 
subscriptions: 
second quarter $485 

Subtotal $873 
April, May, June 
printings & sup¬ 
plies $493 

Balance (before 
July issue) $380 

The last budget update 
appeared in the April 
newsletter. 

Seventh 
Anniversary 
Issue 

are our source of 
economic support. I'm 
always energized when 
one of you lets us know 
how much you look 
forward to getting Black 
Alumni Network 
newsletter each month 
because it keeps you 
informed. 
In the past year we've 

black culture on 
American society and 
we ll push harder to give 
readers more of that 

Thank you Betty 
Winston Baye, for insights 
with soul and passion that 
propells BAN forcefully. 
Thank you Michelle 
Johnson, Esther Iverem, 

carried articles about the D*11 Holly, Earni Young 
continuing struggle to Donna Williams for 
desegregate the news 
industry and forge a 
diverse, multicultural 
news media that richly 
serves and nourishes the 
entire community. 
Stories reported and 

commented on the 
confrontational: the New 
York Daily News 
discrimination trial, the 
inaugural disgraces of the information with us. 
Washington Post Sunday Seven is a special 
Magazine number. It often signals a 
Other articles noted milestone, a new cycle, 
attempts at consensus change. Id like to see us 

building: the Institute for expand. That's where we 
Journalism Education need you 
conference "Racial Three hundred of you 
Diversity: a Blueprint for receive this newsletter 

creative, thoughtful 
writing and editing and 
dedication to production 
and detail that makes our 
modest operation function 
effectively 
Thanks to the brothers 
and sisters in Detroit, 
Boston and W ashington 
who also publish 
newsletters and share 

Action," and a gathering 
last fall of nine of the top 
news media decision 
makers in New York City. 

monthly. We usually 
publish four page issues 
except for special issues 
like this one I'd like to see 

Our pages examine career us have more pages, thus 
issues; how journalists of more space for articles 
color, many new to white- and information that 
controlled media, can interests you. We'd like to 
steer successfully boost our circulation to at 
through a changing, least 300 immediately, but 
pressure-packed and often not burst our budget, 
hostile environment. And, So here's the pitch: tell 
despite a climate that is friends, colleagues, about 
overtly Eurocentric, not 
lose sight of retaining an 
Afrocentric perspective 
in reporting, writing and 
editing news and 
information. 
We've had stories 
observing the impact of 

BAN and what we offer. 
Encourage them to 
subscribe 
We re a network. People 
read us, countonus 
As we march to year 
eight, let's grow and 
become stronger. 

Jobline 

The Iwcky Nititala News 
is looking for two business 
writers. Contact Dave Butler at 
the newspaper, 400 W. Colfax 
Ave., Denver, Colo. 80204. Or 
call (303) 892-5381...JOB 
BANK, the newspaper job 
placement service, has a new 
director. She is Jenny 
Woestendiek (pronounced 
west-en-dik), a former 
reporter and editor in 
Lexington, Ky. and Trenton, 
N.J. She replaces Debra 
Bissinger, who is moving to an 
editing job in California. JOB 
BANK is located at 2615 River 
Road, Suite 7, Cinnaminson, 
N.J. 08077. Telephone: (609) 
786-19IO...Maahmttaa 
Lawyer, a newsweekly about 
the business of lawyering and 
the movers and shakers of the 
legal community, debuts this 
fall. The publication is 
looking for writers and 
editors. Contact Barbara Lyons 
or Bruce Rosen, editor at 
Manhattan Lawyer, 600 Third 
Ave., New York. N.Y. 10016. 
Or call (212)973-2800/2880. 



Industry is playing catch-up in hiring 

BOSTON- Well, it s that 
time of year again . The 
American Society of 
Newspaper Editors (ASNE) 
released the annual 
minority hiring report in 
April. 
It seems that our numbers 

have inched up to 3,600 or 
6.56 percent, up from 6.30 
percent the year before. 
That's out of a total 
workforce of 54,700. 

Well, it’s definitely 
progress — good news for 
those types who are 
content to watch the 
ketchup crawl out of the 
bottle instead of speeding 
things up with a couple of 
wacks 
It also appears that the 
number of papers 
employing no minorities 
is down a percentage 
point and smaller 
newspapers are 
improving their hiring 
records 
The survey of 61 percent 
of the nation s daily 
newspapers also shows 
that 56 percent of 
newsrooms have no 
minorities on staff; 84 
percent have no minority 
news executives (3 9 
percent of daily news 
supervisors are 
minorities). 
So while things aren't as 
bad as they used to be, 
they're not that great 
either. Especially in light 
of ASNE's goal of parity by 
the year 2000. Judith 
Clabes, chairwoman of the 
ASNE Minorities 
Committee, writes in the 
ASNE Bulletin: Frankly, 
the prospects for success 

on the Year 2000 goal look 
bleak — bleak, but not 
hopeless. In fact, if every 
daily newspaper hired just 
two additional minority 
journalists this year, the 
number of minorities in 
our newsrooms would 
nearly double." 
I think I'll refrain from 
quoting the nearly 20- 
year-old Kerner 
Commission Report, a.k.a. 

"The Scathing Indictment 
or beating up on ASNE for 
the mindset that produces 

a "Year 2000" goal. We've 
all heard that song before, 
and frankly. I'm tired of 
repeating it each year. 
The industry has been 
well apprised of the 
situation and the 
disservice of producing 
products with absolutely 
no minority input 
But, while I may be tired 
of railing in this space at 
least once a year about 
hiring and promotion 
policies in the industry. 
I'm not about to pack it in. 
Neither should you or the 
National Association of 
Black Journalists. The 
report shows there are 200 
more minority journalists 
this year than there were 
last year. Fine. But let's 
give the bottle a couple of 
wacks. 
I'll see you, same time 
next year. 
— From the BABJ Hews 

Black 
Alumni 
Network 

I too Sing/Con't. 

insure domestic 
tranquility, provide for 
the common defense," etc , 
etc. How beautiful those 
words are to me, "We the 
people." 

I was forced to learn 
those words in school and 
told that it was important 
that I understood. But 
what the teachers of your 
Constitution never quite 
got around to explaining 
is that were I alive at the 
time, your wonderful 
Constitution would not 
have applied to me My 
people were your 
property 
Some of you on this 200th 

anniversary of your 
Constitution would have us 
believe it is a perfect 
document, but consider 
how imperfect it must be 
that since it was written 
26 amendments were 
added beginning in 1795 
and ending in 1971 Your 
Constitution is not perfect 
and neither were the men 
who crafted it. Be real 
America. 
Because of who and what 

I am, a black, Afro- 
African-American, a 
descendant of your slaves, 
I have a love/hate 
relationship with you 
America. I have a 
love/hate relationship 
with your institutions, a 
love/hate relationship 
with your laws. I have a 
love/hate relationship 
with your Constitution 
because I know that 
everything in it that is 
applicable to me was hard 
won; required the spilling 
of black blood and the 
shedding of black tears. 
Because we too sing 
America — We black, 

Editor's Corner By Michelle Johnson 

Page 4 

Afro- African-Americans 
have fought you all along 
the way — we have fought 

you to be what your 
Constitution said you were 
— we have to force you to 
live up to your lofty 
proclamations on paper. 

I know you probably 
don't want to hear these 
things, and like always 
when the truth is being 
told, you’d rather walk 
away. You convince 
yourself that I'm just 
another ungrateful Negro 
who dares to talk bad 
about your Constitution. 

I am, I suppose, one of 
those uppity Negroes 
since I think that my 
people have done enough 
that they too can sing 
America and be critical as 
well 

You see, somehow I 
sense, though I can't 
prove it, I am linked to 
your Constitution in a 
personal way. You see my 
father's name was George 
Washington, and that 
today, nearly every 
Washington I know is 
black How do you suppose 
that happened? 

You extoll the 
Constitution and its checks 
and balances But, 
Watergate, 
Iran/Contragate, and on, 
and on, your sons violate 
those checks and 
balances. That's why a 
document is only a 
document — it dosen't 
denote truth or perfection 
as you imply and as you 
teach to my children in 
your schools. 

Indeed it was 1787 that 55 
of your founding fathers 
ratified your Constitution, 
but yet it took nearly 100 
more years before other 
men , apparently with 
more courage than the 

original 55, saw fit to 
approve a 14th 
Amendment to your 



Constitution, that said that 
my rights could not be 
abridged — your 
Constitution said I could 
not be denied my right to 
life, liberty and property. 
It would be two more years 
(1870) before your 
Constitution was fixed to 
say that my right to vote 
could not be denied. 
So you see, I too sing 

America, but I know that 
your Constitution needed a 
great deal of work, and 
that even today my people 
must fight you all along 
the way to secure some of 
the rights that your 
Constitution says that we 
must have 

U ltimately, the 
Constitution has no value 
other than that given to it 
by men and women of 
goodwill. Your 
Constitution isn't worth 
the paper it's written on 
unless what it says 
becomes reality. I too sing 
America — but I sing to a 
slightly different tune. 
And don't tell me that if I 
don't love it, I ought to 
leave it. Because I love it 
I'm going to stay. Because 
this country's soil has 
been tilled with the blood 
of my people I am going to 
stay. 
But be sure America, I 

will fight you all the way. 
I will fight you until you 
live up to your 
Constitution. I will fight 
you until the day I too can 

Dear Reader: 
Your subscription renewal 
date now appears in the 
right corner of your mail¬ 
ing sticker(i.e„ if it reads 
6.88, renewal date is June 
1988.) If you mailed your 
subscription but received 
a notice, our mail must have 
crossed. Please accept our 
thanks and apologies for 
the unecessary reminder. 

get misty-eyed when your 
Constitution is paraded 
before me. I will fight you 
until I can see that your 

Constitution is my 
Constitution too 

People 

Linda Wright Avery, '73, 
did readers a public service 
with her Philadelphia Daily 
News column (6/12) about 
confusing messages swirling 
around the Graceland tour 
concert. Several local groups 
and the African National 
Congress urged black 
Americans to stay away from 
the concert featuring Paul 
Simon, Hugh Masekela, Miriam 
Makeba and Ladysmith Black 
Mambazo. It was because 
Simon recorded the music in 

South Africa with the black 
artists and it was debated 
whether he violated a long¬ 
standing cultural boycott 
against the racist government. 
Meanwhile, proceeds from the 
shows were to aid imprisoned 
black children in South Africa 
and aid black educational and 
self-help groups here. Amid 
the verbal bluster, the column 
helped readers make a 
decision on a morally 
sensitive issue.his family 
roots and personal memories 
of living in the segregated 
South drives lawyer Alton 
Maddox to aggressively defend 
young black clients, win, and 
frequently tick off the legal 
establishment. Jill Nelsea, 
'80, of The Washington Post 

Magazine, gave us an insider's 
look (5/10) at the lawyer who 
ro-masterminded the 
unorthodox and successful 
legal strategy in the fatal 
Howard Beach assault. A 
haunting quote from the story 
sums up why Maddox doesn't 
seem intimidated when he 
takes on the justice system: "I 
never knew a subservient 
role," he says.Last month 
E.K. Shipp, '79. of The New 
York Times wrote about recent 
analysis of the court system s 
attitude toward women 
plaintiffs. A recent study 
amplified the claims of a 1983 
report saying that sex bias is 
pervasive in the courts and 
lawyers and judges accord less 
credibility to claims and 
testimony of women because 
they are women.Of the 90 
people who signed an Open 
Letter to Columbia University 
President Michael Sovern (an 
ad published May 13 in the 
Columbia Daily Spectator), 15 
were from the J-schooI. They 
were: Wayne Barrett, Betty 
Winsten Baye, Frank 
Dexter Brevn, Wayne J. 
Davkins, Bella English, 
Derethy Gillian, Bichard 
Goldstein, Sheryl 
Hilliard, Janes McBride, 
Jill Nelson, Kosenarie 
Bobothan, John 
Strahinich, Greg Stone, 
David Thigpen, and 
Valerie Wilson Wesley. 
The letter expressed outrage 
over racist incidents at the 
university last spring and the 
administration s lethargic 
attitude in addressing the 
problem. The letter in part 
reads: 

"We feel that the university 
can begin to remove the cause 
of these old conflicts and 
recent crises by taking 
immediate action in a few 
obvious areas: A dramatic 
increase in the number of 
black and Latin faculty in all 
divisions of the university: an 
aggresive effort must be made 
to recruit and enroll 
increased numbers of 
minority students, 
particularly blacks and 
Latins; The university should 
revise the curriculum, 
especially the core 
curriculum of the 
undergraduate divisions, to 
reflect the history, culture 
and perspective of non- 
European peoples; In its role 
as dominant landlord on 
Morningside Heights, 
Columbia must stop bullying 
its neighbors. This means 
halting the eviction of 
longtime tenants. It also 
means developing a 
relationship with the 
surrounding community based 
on partnership, not 
paternalism.".We caught up 
with Barbara Nelsoa, 80, 
recently. She is a research 
associate at the Ford 
Foundation.Neil Heary, 

78, a Washington Post 
correspondent, is one of the 
1987-88 Knight Foundation 
fellows. Neil will be 
broadening his horizons at the 
University of California at 
Berkeley for a year. 
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CBS Strike/Con't. 

newswriters besides 
myself. Oh, Ed Bradley had 
once been with WCBS 
Radio where I started. But 
that was a long time 
ago . . .and he apparently 
found better work Of the 
dozen or so reporters and 
anchorpeopie at the radio 
station, only two were 
black. They were the 
"newest" employees, 
although both had been 
there for years. People a 
lot higher up on the 
seniority list got the 

better assignments, better 
hours, and better pay 
It was only fitting that 

years later when blacks in 
this business and others 
started talking about 
"affirmative action" the 
things we wanted to 
change often were the 
seniority rules. 
But the strike against CBS, 
in many instances, found 
black employees among 
the most ardent 
supporters of the 
seniority system CBS 
wanted to change the 
rules so it could fire 
employees for no specific 
reason, beginning with 
employees who'd been 
around longer. Any 

BLACK 

ALUMNI 

NETWORK 

union, white or black, is 
going to fight something 
like that. 

Predominately white 
unions have been doing it 
for years, ostensibly 
defending themselves 
against "reverse 
discrimination ." But why 
were black employees 
staunchly defending this 
sometimes discriminatory 
tool? 
I don't know if this 

situation was repeated in 
New York and Los Angeles 
(the other strike cities), 
but in Chicago, black 
employees were the ones 
at the top of the seniority 
list, and the ones who'd 
likely be let go if higher 
paid employees were 
targeted for layoffs. 
It seems that CBS made a 

lot of "black hires” several 
years ago, when it became 
apparent they were going 
to have to hire more 
minorities, or lose a great 
deal of credibility. Racial 

equality in the newsroom 
was a focus of groups like 
Black Citizens for a Fair 
Media, civil rights 
activists, and even black 
journalist groups But 
after the very visible 
pressure was off, CBS 
slacked off. There are few 
blacks at the bottom of the 
senority pile now. There 

are fresh-faced white kids 
waiting in the wings for 
our jobs. We allowed the 
door to close behind us 
and fewer young minority 
men and women are 
managing to get through. 

If the strike did anything 
for blacks at CBS, as 
blacks, it was probably to 
make us realize that we 
haven’t effectively kept 
up the fight others waged 
so that we could have the 
jobs we now hold. As it 
turns out, the courts may 
do some of the work for us. 
There are two new black, 
female journalists at 
Chicago's two big daily 
newspapers now. They've 
been at the Sun-Times and 
Chicago Tribune about 2 
1/2 months. The fact that 
the discrimination suit at 
the New York Daily News 
was decided not too long 
before that makes these 
new hires seem less than 
coincidental. 
What's most infuriating 
about this is that a lower- 
level editor at the Trib 
actually scoffed at my 
pointing out the 
coincidence, saying he 
knew "for a fact" that the 
newspaper had been 
looking to hire minorities 
for years, but had been 
unable to find any. 
Brothers and sisters who 

work for that family of 
newspapers owned by the 
Tribune Company take 
note! Your employers, 
apparently, didn't know 
you were there (the 
Tribune and Daily News 
are owned by the same 
company). 

As an on-air employee, I 
was affected by the 
newswriters' strike 
because I had to cross a 
picket line manned by my 
friends and co-workers 
(who, thankfully, didn t 
hold the fact that our own 
union had ordered us to 
cross the line against us). 
But now that the writers 
are back at the posts, and 
writing and producing 
away, all is back to 
normal. However, 1 think 
those indirect effects of 
the strike, the realization 
that there just aren't any 
fresh-faced black kids 
around anymore, will be 
with me for quite some 
time. 
I hope I don't get over it. 

Craig Dellimore is a 1977 
graduate of Columbia 
University's School of 
Journalism. 

607 E. Church Lane, B-23 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19144 
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Commissioner on firing line 

NYC police policies challenged 
at black journalists forum 
By Vayne J. Davkins 
NEW YORK - City Police 
Commissioner Benjamin 
Ward and members of the 
New York Association of 
Black Journalists (NYABJ) 
dueled in a fiery, 
electrically-charged Q&A 
session on police conduct. 
The heat and rage last 
month was useful, It shed 
light on the dilemma of 
managing a municipal 
police force larger than 
the armies of many 
nations (New York City 
has 30,000 uniformed 
officers and 18,000 
civilian employees). And 
at the same time, struggle 
to erase a legacy of deadly 
and brutal force by police 
against non-white 
civilians 
Ward, 61, became New 

York's first black police 
commissioner in 1984. He 
is a career law 
enforcement officer who 
has headed the 
corrections and housing 
police departments He is a 
lawyer. 
The gathering packed 

200 journalists and some 
community activists into 
the World Room at 
Columbia University 
Graduate School of 
Journalism. It was NYABJ's 
biggest newsmaker forum 
this year 

Deadly force deeply 

troubled the journalists 
Last February, a black 
male street vendor was 
shot dead in Harlem by 
several police officers. 
Victor Bartlett, the victim, 
was shot at least 10 times, 
some of the shots from a 
distance of three feet 
Ward called the 
confrontation "a combat 

situation" and said the 
officers had little choice 
because the man attacked 
police with a four-pound, 
14-inch iron bar. Black 
residents expressed 
outrage and said the man 
could have been subdued 
without deadly force. 
Ward said the police 
department is among the 
nation's toughest when it 
comes to standards on 
when police can use 
deadly force. 

However, deadly 
incidents have compelled 
more changes in police 
policies. 
"Since the Bumpers case 

we've been better able to 
handle people in 
contained situations," said 
Ward. Eleanor Bumpers, 
middle-aged, obese, 
diabetic, poor and black, 
was shot dead by police 
two years ago during an 
attempted eviction. Police 
said she was shot because 
she rushed officers with a 

The Future 
Writing by student journalists. Page 3. 

Final chance to attend NABJ '87 

This is the last chance. 
WORDS, PICTURES & SOUND: Paving the Road to Parity" 

is the National Association of Black Journalists 
newsmakers convention in Miami Aug. 18-23 
As of July 10, 650 persons filed early registration forms, 
more than 60 companies signed up for the job fair. The 
Inter-Continental Hotel, the convention site, reported it 
was near-capacity. So hurry, avoid being shut out. 
Registration: $200 for members of NABJ affiliate chapters, 
$225 for members, $275 for non-members and $75 for 
students. Single and double rooms at Inter-Continental 
Hotel are $70 per night. Eastern Airlines offers 
discounted air fares. Call 800-468-7022 and use access 
code EZ8AT31. 

CONVENTION HIGHLIGHTS: A mock libel trial led by Fred 
Friendly of CBS News; general session with winners of the 
historic New York Daily News discrimination trial; a 
meeting with leaders of the four major U S. newspaper 
and broadcast organizations to discuss parity for blacks in 
newsrooms; a community forum with Miami residents; 
addresses by presidential candidate Jesse Jackson and 
federal judge A. Leon Higginbotham. 
Thirty workshops in six career tracks are scheduled. 
Members are also to elect a new NABJ board of directors 
and vote on a revised constitution and bylaws. 
For information, call NABJ, 703-648-1270. 

butcher knife. 
Critics said the woman 

was infirm and not strong 
enough to inflict harm. 
The incident inflamed 
black communities. 
Non-lethal alternatives 
are being tried. Taser 
electric (stun) guns, but 
they are only 70 percent 
effective, said the 
commissioner, less so in 
cold weather. 
Rubber bullets were 
considered, but rejected 
because of "political 
ramifications." They are 
used in Israel, Britain 
(and South Africa, a 
country Ward did not list) 

and have killed some 
civilians. 
The search for non-lethal 
weapons continues, says 
Ward "because private 
industry has failed to 
come up with a good non- 
lethal alternative to the 
nightstick and 38-caliber 
revolver." 

Deadly force was not the 
only hot topic. Ward was 
grilled about reports of 
police monitoring black- 
owned talk radio station 
WLIB. 
Police made a three-hour 

tape of broadcasts after 

Continued on Page 2 



Ben Ward/Con't. 

the learning the station 
had talked about plans for 
a major demonstration in 
front of the apartment of 
Mayor Edvard I, Koch. 
The demonstration 
embarrassed police brass: 
They expected several 
hundred demonstrators 
but instead 5,000 shoved 
up. The amount of police 
the department vould 
have vanted for crovd 
control vas not assigned 

Ward said he never heard 
the tape. "I think it vas a 
dumb thing to do," he said 
(But) "there's nothing 
vrong vith listening to 
the station ." 
Other issues from the 90- 

minute segment: 
* Ward denied the 
existence of a "black desk" 
at the police department 
that monitors the 
activities of protest 
groups. Police have been 
monitoring the Nev York 
Eight, black activists lav 
enforcement authorities 
accused of plotting 
terrorist activities. The 
group vas acquited of 
federal conspiracy 
charges to commit crimes 
but vas convicted of 

possessing explosives and 
firearms 
Journalists asked Ward if 
there vere any police 
surveillance of recent Ku 
Klux Klan organizing in 
the borough of Queens. 
The commissioner said 
authorities vould 
investigate 
* Ward favors random 
testing of police officers 
for drug and alcohol 
abuse He also favors an 
all-civilian board to 
reviev complaints against 
police. 
* Affirmative Action The 
commissioner said he 
asked his most vociferous 

detractors to help recruit 
non-vhite officers. 
"Hispanics are keeping 
quiet and doubling their 
numbers every five 
years," said Ward. "Blacks 
are coming in less 
numbers The force is 
currently 8.1 percent 
black, 87 percent 
Hispanic Nev York City is 
at least 45 percent black 
and Hispanic. 
* Ward said there remain 
some police officers vho 
brutalize non-vhite 
civilians on the street, but 
the department has 
eliminated the beatings 
that vere common in 
stationhouses tvo decades 
ago "Tventy years ago 
you'd think people vere 
falling on police precinct 
steps and you'd see people 
valking around vith 
turbans on their heads," 
he said "That type of 
brutality doesn't exist 
today Most complaints (of 
police misconduct) are for 
traffic encounters ” 

Jobline 

Black Enterprise 
Magzine has several 
editorial openings 
(associate editors and copy 
editor). Contact Derek T, 
Dingle, senior editor, at 
BE, 130 Fifth Avenue, Nev 
York. N Y 10011.Target 
Market Nevs is a nev 
trade magazine covering 
media, advertising and the 
black consumer market 
The magazine is looking 
for free-lance vriters 
vith story ideas. Contact 
Ken Smikle, editor, Target 
Market Nevs, One Pierce 
St, Nev Rochelle, NY 
10801. Or call (914) 633- 
2821 The Detroit Nevs 
is accepting applications 
for reporters and copy 
editors. Send resumes to 
Robert Giles, executive 

editor, The Nevs, 615 
Lafayette Blvd, Detroit, 
Mich. 48231 .The 
Oakland Press is looking 
for a general assignment 
reporter Send resume and 
clips to John Cusumano, 
managing editor, Oakland 
Press, 48 W Huron, 
Pontiac, Mich 
48056 ¥CXI/¥¥¥¥- 
Radio, has a part-time 
reporter/anchor opening. 
Experience and ability to 
vork flexible hours 
required. Send tape and 
resume to Jeff Gilbert, 
nevs director, 2930 E 
Jefferson, Detroit, Mich. 
48207 ¥JBK-TV 
Detroit, has an opening 
for a sports reporter 
Required: at least four 
years experience 
reporting sports, 
preferably at a major 
market station vith on- 
camera reporting. Contact 
Christine M. Sloat, nevs 
director, (313)552- 
5249 A Major Nev 
York City agency (9,000 
employees) is looking for 
an editor/vriter to 
produce a monthly 
nevsletter. Prefer 
journalist vith strong 
vriting, editing skills, 
knovledge of 
photography, layout and 
production. Send resumes 
to Ruby Ryles, 18-15 215th 
St. Bayside, N Y. 11360 

People 

We caught up vith Anne 
Ashton, 80, recently. She 
is manager of 
communications and 
conference planning for 
the National Minority 
Supplier Development 
Council, based in Nev 
York City. She is 
responsible for 
developing the 
organizations 
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communications 
programs: public 
relations, advertising and 
other communications 
Before joining the 
council, Anne started her 
ovn company, vhich 
specializes in editorial, 
public relations and 
advertising services for 
small and minority 
businesses Additions at 
EBONY Douglas C. 
Lyons, 74, joins the 
magazine as an associate 
editor He vas a 
government reporter for 
the Dallas Times-Herald, 
and before that, a U S. 
Nevs A World Report 
correspondent. Rhoda 

McKinney, '86, also 
joined the staff as 
assistant editor, from 
correspondent for the 
National Nevspaper 
Publishers Association.... 
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Working Journalists: A student examination 
Page 3 

The National Association of Black Journalists se¬ 
lected eight college students winners of $2,500 
scholarships for the upcoming school year. Can¬ 
didates were asked to profile a local journalist. 
Here are three condensed versions of winning 
entries. 

BRANCHING OUT 

By Geneva Bland 
Columbia College, Chicago 

In this day and age the value 
of $25 is just like the value of 
25 cents, not much. It was 
different in 1964. 
"That was a lot of money back 

then, said Clarance Page, 
columnist for the Chicago 
Tribune. 
Page broke into journalism 

when he was 17, selling 
stories to the Cincinnati 
Enquirer and the Middletown 
Journal. 
One of the stories was a 
feature on a rock and roll trio 
of 6, 11, and 12-year-olds. A 
paper paid Page $25 for the 
story. 
His career took off. He went to 

Ohio University and got an 
internship to the Dayton 
Journal Herald. In 1969, he 
graduated and went to work 

for the Chicago Tribune. He 
worked in ail phases of the 
field at the Trib, reporter, 
assistant editor, and foreign 
correspondent. 
The 6-foot-tall, 40-year-old, 

pushed his round frame 
glasses toward his face and 

reminiced about the time he 
won an award with another 
reporter for a series on the 
Black Tax." 
It was a 1984 United Press 
International Public Service 
Award. The Black Tax is a tax 
on homes for blacks that was 
so outrageously high that they 
could not afford to buy homes 
that needed rehabilitation. 
After receiving the award, 

Page became a member of the 
Tribune editorial board. 
His work day starts at 8:30 

a.m. He goes to his office and 
reads the Tribune. Chicago 
Sun-Times, The Wall Street 
Journal and The New York 
Times in 45 minutes. He goes 
to the board meeting and 
discusses issues happening 
around the nation. Everyone 
gives their opinions, then the 
board decides on an editorial. 
"Having an influence on 
opinion is one of the fun parts 
of being on the board," Page 
said. 
Page has a column that he 
writies two days a week. 
The column began national 
syndication this summer. 
Page has traveled to South 

Africa, Kenya, Zambia and 
Tanzania. There have been a 
lot of changes in journalism 

since 1964. Despite the 
changes, Page has managed to 
hang on to a career for 23 
years, one that branched from 
a $25 check. 

THE CARING 
JOURNALIST 

By Mari E. McCormick 
University of Kansas 

It was late at night. 
Samuel Adams, then an 
investigative reporter for the 
St. Petersburg Times, was 
aroused from a light doze in 
his car, which was parked in a 
Mississippi gas station. His 
wife, Elenora, had been 
driving and stopped at the 
station for gasoline. Adams' 
daughter, Carol, had to go to 
the bathroom. 
The station attendant, 

however, had other ideas. 
Carol had entered the "white 

only" bathroom and the 
attendant's loud protests 
brought Adams hurrying from 
his car. 
Approaching the attendant, 

Adams asked. "Did you put 
gas into the car?" 
"No," replied the attendant. 
"Then we don't want any," 

Adams said firmly, piling his 
family into the car and 
pulling away while the 
attendant ran for his shotgun. 
"We went to a gas station 

farther down the road. 1 asked 
the attendant if we could use 
the bathroom. He said yes. 
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Then I said thenwe'U get 
gas,"' said Adams. 
That was in the early 1960s 

during the Civil Rights 
movement. Adams and his 
family were traveling through 
the South, examining the 
effectiveness of the newly- 
passed Public 
Accommodations Law, which 
guaranteed service to blacks 
at businesses previously 
catering only to whites. 
Publication of "Highway to 
Hope" was Adam s first of two 
Pulitzer Prize nominations. 
Adams says a good journalist 

should have among other 
qualities a concern for the 
social and economic well being 
of others. "It's everyone's 
duty to do what they can to 
make the world a better 
place," said Adams, a 
professor of journalism at the 
University of Kansas. 
Native of Waycross, Ga., 

Adams, 61, has spent most of 
his career attempting to cure 
social ills. Honors include a 
Green Eyeshade Award for the 
story Tour Through the 
South" in which he posed as a 
migrant farm worker. He was 
the first black professor of 
journalism at UK. 

Continued on Page 4 
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Student Writers/Con t 

MAKING A 
CONTRIBUTION 

By Veda Anderson 
San Jose State University 

Loretta Green s desk at the 
Peninsula Times Tribune (Palo 
Alto, Calif.) is cluttered with 
memo and phone messages like 
the others. But a picture of an 
African girl with braided hair 
stands out vividly in the 
newsroom. 
Almost everywhere she's 

worked, the columnist and 
feature writer has been the 
only black or one of few 
blacks on staff. Green is one of 
two black journalists on the 
SO-member Times Tribune 
staff. 
About 2 percent of Palo 

Alto s population is black, but 
it is next door to recently 

incorporated East Palo Alto, 
which is about 70 percent 
black. 
Green has worked at the 

Times Tribune for almost 15 
years. During her first nine, 
she was the only black on 
staff. 
Green reported from Africa 
during the 1985 famine. She 
wrote for the Living section, 
an assignment that lasted 
almost 10 years. She is 
currently an editorial writer. 
Green has contemplated 
newspaper management. 
Tve struggled with it, and 1 

wonder if I've done a 
disservice, and perhaps 1 
have," she said. "1 don't make 
policy decisions, and that is 
where we need blacks. I hope I 
make a contribution as a 
writer." 

Briefly... 

Jailed South African 
honored 

BOSTON-Jailed South 
African newspaper editor 
Zwelakhe Sisulu is 
recipient of the 1987 
Lyons Award for 
Conscience and Integrity 
in Journalism 
Sisulu, editor of the New 
Nation, was selected by 
members of this year's 
Nieman Fellow class at 
Harvard University. 
Sisulu, who under South 
African emergeny 
regulations, has been 
detained since Dec. 12, is a 
former Nieman fellow. He 
is being recognized for 
his "dedication in 
providing South African 
blacks with an alternative 
voice amid efforts by the 
South African 
government to control 
dissenting press." The 
award and a SI,000 
honorarium will be 
presented this fall. 
BABJ News 

Friendly fellow 

Newsman Dele Omotunde 
has been unable to 
practice journalism in his 

native Nigeria recently. 
Insteady, he is reporting 
and writing in this 
country 
Omotunde is an Alfred E. 
Friendly fellow, one of a 
dozen foreign journalists 
getting a taste of 
American journalism by 
working the summer at 
daily newspapers. He's 
reporting for the metro 

staff of The Philadelphia 
Inquirer 
In Africa, Omotunde 

writes for News Watch, a 
newsweekly magazine 
that was shut down by 
Nigeria's military 
government The 
government claims it will 
allow the magazine to 
resume publication this 
fall 
The founding editor of 
News Watch was killed by 
a letter bomb earlier this 
year. The case was 
unsolved. 

NABJ scholarship winners are: Battinto Batts Jr. 
(Virginia Commonwealth U.); Todd Burroughs 
(Seton Hall U.); Rhondella Richardson (North¬ 
eastern U.); George Bundy Smith (Columbia U. 
Graduate School of Journalism): Robert Town¬ 
send (U. of Missouri): Anderson, Bland and 
McCormick. 
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As the World turns: the evolving U.N. press corps Daily News 
improves climate 
for minority 
journalists 

By Wayne J. Davkins 
NEW YORK - The editor of 
the New York Daily News 
told black and Hispanic 
journalists that his 
newspaper, loser of a 
racial discrimination suit 
last spring, is moving 
affirmatively to hire and 
nurture non-white 
journalists. 
Gil Spencer last month 
said the heat from the 
successful lawsuit by four 
black journalists helped 
create a new atmosphere 
for racial minorities at the 
Daily News 
Heat said Spencer was 
also applied from within 
Managers linked to the 
seven-year-old suit either 
no longer work at the 
paper or, have been re¬ 
assigned 
"We re talking about 

different eras and 
different people said 
Spencer who came to the 
Daily News in 1985 from 
Philadelphia and was not 
connected to the suit 
Spencer was part of a 
panel on "Minorities in 
the Newsroom: Progress or 
Impasse?," co-hosted by 
the National Association of 
Hispanic Journalists and 
the National Association of 
Black Journalists About 40 

Continued on Page 4 

Bv Esther Iverem 
NEW YORK - As the 
number of black and 
other Third World 
countries represented at 
the United Nations has 
increased Western press 
coverage and staffing of 
the world organization 
has dramatically 
decreased said a panel of 
experts last month, 
Now at the U N 
newspaper journalists 
from poor developing 
countries outnumber 
those from Western 
developed countries, 
according to Claude 
Robinson U.N. bureau 
chief for InterPress News 
Service and president of 
the United Nations 
Correspondents 
Association 
Speaking on a panel of 
four before the Sept 10 
meeting of the New York 
Association of Black 
Journalists, Robinson said 
that of the correspondents 
association's 200 members, 
there are 40 news 
agencies from 
underdeveloped countries 
many of them in Africa 
and Latin America, 
compared to 35 from 
developed countries such 
as the United States, Japan 
and in Europe 
Similarly, there are 32 
daily newspapers 
representing developing 

countries compared to 23 
from developed countries 
Michael Berlin, who 

writes from the U N for 
The Washington Post and 
the New York Post said 
that when he came to the 
U N 20 years ago, each of 
the New York City daily 
newspapers employed 
about four full-time 
correspondents there and 
at least 20 daily 
newspapers in the United 

States employed one full¬ 
time U N reporter In 
those years every debate 
on a vote to admit a new 
member to the world body 
was routinely covered by 
the media, said Berlin, 
adding T can t get those 
stories into the paper 

Continued on Page 3 

Broadcasting: 
Minority 
fallout 

W ASHINGTON - A 

disturbing pattern in 
broadcast media developed 
in the 1980s Minoritv 
participation statistically 
stumbled backwards 
The percentage of 

• minorities on broadcast 
news staffs decreased 
irom 15 percent in 1978 to 
13 percent last year, 
according to the Radio and 
Television News Directors 
Association (RTNDA) The 
slippage is particularly 

■ acute among black men 
400 black males have 
dropped out of radio and 
television news in the last 
two vears according to 

; RTNDA statistics 
At its convention this 
month, RTNDA plans to set 
up a job bank with the 
names of minority job 

seekers 
"They (news directors) 

will no longer be able to 
use the excuse that we 
don t know where they 
are we can't find them “ 
said Ernie Schultz the 
organization s president 
There is concern about 

demographic changes 
which protect that blacks 
Hispanics and Asians will 
become 30 percent of the 
U S population by the end 
of the centurv increasing 
the incentives for 
appealing to those 
audiences and the demand 
for persons who come 
from those communities 

"In a highly competitive 
TV market, a news station 
that is perceived to be 
sincere in its commitment 
to the minority 
community has a decided 
edge in the ratings. I can 
document that in every 
major market," said 
Schultz 

from the WaBJ Newsletter 
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Jackson faces 
coverage 
hurdle, again 

By Desda Moss 
WASHINGTON- The Rev 
Jesse Jackson, this month 
scheduled to formally 
announce his candidacy 
for the 1988 Democratic 
presidential nomination 
has led several polls since 
former Sen Gary Hart 
pulled out of the race 
But some political experts 

say getting the press to 
recognize his front¬ 
runner status remains one 
of Jackson s biggest 
challenges 

He isn't being treated 
like he s part of the horse 
race." said Linda Williams 
a senior political analyst 
with the Joint Center for 
Political Studies Stories 
either say there's no way 
he can win or infer that 
he isn't part of the real 
race 
Civil rights leader Julian 

Bond said it seems as 
though the media 
considers Jackson s 
standing in the polls 
artificially inflated 
"He's treated like an 

accidental frontrunner" 
A New York Times story 

published last summer 
based on a poll by the 
newspaper and CBS News 
illustrates the problem 
The story said Jackson 

came in first in the poll, 
but it quickly added that 
when ranked with a 
larger group of 
Democrats, including 
Mario Cuomo who has said 

repeatedly that he won t 
seek the nomination, 
Jackson slid to second 
place The fact that 
Jackson came in first was 
treated almost as an aside 

ISome stories treat 
Jackson as an invisible 
man In the Aug 24 issue 
of US News and World 
Report, Jackson s name 
was conspicuously 
missing from an 
informational graphic of 
17 1988 presidential 
hopefuls The magazine 
acknowledged the 
omission when a reader 
brought it to their 
attention 1 
When Jackson said a 
couple months ago on the 
Phil Donahue show that 
he would consider the 
1988 Democratic vice- 
presidential nomination 
several newspapers 
suggested this was a 
surprising departure, 
Jackson spokesman Frank 
Watkins harshly criticized 
the handling of the story, 
saying the media took 
Jackson's comments 
"unfairly and totally out 
of context" 
Said Watkins "he's 
running for president, 
not vice president,'' 

But Austin Ranney, 
political science professor 
at the University of 
California at Berkeley, 
said part of the 

misunderstanding may 
have been Jackson's fault 

It was the wrong thing 
to say ” said Ranney 
Anytime you have to 

spend time explaining 
yourself. It's not good, You 
can’t get your views 
across when you're on the 
defensive " 

Ranney said he doubts 
whether Jackson's high 
name recognition and 
rousing speaking style 
will be enough to broaden 
his appeal from a 
traditionally black base 
drawn to his themes of 
social and economic 
justice 

"He's all by himself out 
on the left wing of 
American politics, He 
can't moderate his views 
without alienating some ol 
the supporters he already 
has.” 
University of Iowa 

political science professor 
Arthur Miller agrees that 
Jackson must overcome 
the perception that he is 
essentially a protest 
candidate if he does go 
forward with his 
announcement of his 
candidacy 

Conference 
Roundup 

"Covering Hispanics 
in the 1990s: A Closer 
Look," is a conference 
Saturday.Oct 17. 9am to 
5pm at the Columbia 
University Graduate 

School of Journalism, 
116th Street and 
Broadway, NYC. Issues to 
be examined include 
Puerto Rico and the 
island's effect on 
Hispanics living on the 

U S mainland: 
immigration, AIDsand 
the Hispanic community 
and Hispanic journalists 
covering the Hispanic 
community. For 
information, contact Edna 
Negron (Newsday) 516- 
454-2899 the fall board 
meeting of the National 
Association of Black 
Journalists is Oct 16-18 
at the Hyatt in Arlington 
Va The board is to meet 
with the ASNE Minorities 
Committee, For 
information, call the NABJ 
national office, 703-648- 
1270 

If Jackson runs, how can 
he change that perception 
and still spread his 
political message? Says 
Williams of the Joint 
Center. "Perhaps the only 
way he can counter the 
mainstream media is with 
paid advertising Without 
money, you're resigned to 
take whatever you can get 
at the hands of the free 
press" 

But that won't be easy At 
the end of August, Jackson 
raised about $1 million, 
well behind most of his 
Democratic rivals. 

from The WABJ Newsletter 
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U.N. Press Corps/Con t... 

anymore" 
Now, according to Berlin 
and Robinson of the 
correspondents 
association. The New York 
Times is the only general 
circulation American 
daily newspaper with a 
full-time United Nations 
correspondent, 
The panelists expressed 
varied opinions as to why 
Western coverage has 
evaporated. Berlin said, 
for example, that when 
the world body was formed 
in 1945 it was viewed 
primarily as a powerful 
tool for war and peace" 

and has not been useful as 
such a tool since the 1950s 
He added that while many 
big stories concerning the 
Middle East and other 
areas of unrest were once 
reported from the U.N., 
they are now routinely 
covered from the country 
in question Berlin said he 
has difficulty selling 
articles to editors about 

the primary task of the 
world body today 
Development in Third 
World countries 
Salim Lone, editor of 

Africa Recovery 
newsletter, spoke about 
the role the media played 
in focusing attention on 
the African drought of 
1984-85 He praised the 
press for making the 
public aware of the crisis 

and noted that relief 
efforts were successful in 
bringing $4 5 billion to 
the continent. But Lone 
warned that there is still a 
pending economic disaster 
facing Africa and the 
press should not turn 
away from the story 
Most of the panelists 
echoed the sentiment of 
Robinson when he said 
that Western interest in 
the U.N. has waned 
because "the newly 
independent and Third 
World countries began to 
change the agenda" of the 
world body 
"Before, the resolutions 
passed at the U N tended to 
side with U.S. interests," 
said Robinson "That is no 
longer the case," 
Archie Singh am, a 

professor of political 
sciene at Brooklyn College 
who has written 
extensively on issues 
concerning developing 
countries said the reason 
for the decline was also 
social 
"The big problem the 
Western press had with 
the U.N. is that it had 
become black," he said 
"You could no longer 
distinguish between an 
ambassador and a waiter ." 

Edwin B. Lake oi the New 
York Association of Black 
Journalists also contributed 
to this report. 

Jobline 

The Las Vegas Review 
Journal (108,000 circ ) is 
looking for a reporter. 
Candidates with at least 
two years daily reporting 
experience preferred but 
will seriously consider 
other promising 
applicants Salary range 
$870 - $480/week Las 
Vegas is one of the fastest 
growing US cities and the 
area generates a 
tremendous amount of 
news related to the 
gaming industry and high 
volume of visitors Contact 
Charles Zobell city editor 
at the Review-Journal, P.0 
Box70 Las Vegas Nev 
89125-0070. Or call, 702- 
383-0289 University 
of Medicine & 
Dentistry of New 
Jersey is looking for a 
public information 
assistant Would serve as 
supervising writer for 
major university 
marketing and 
advancement projects. 
Candidates should have at 
least five years journalism 
or public relations 
writing experience. 
Salary range $30,606 - 
42,855 Contact Johnathan 
Squash assistant 
employment manager, 
Office of Human 
Resources, University of 
Medicine and Dentistry of 
New Jersey, 30 Bergen St., 
Newark NJ 07107-3007 
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Or call 201-456-6740. the 
American Society of 
Newspaper Editors 
(ASNE) will sponsor 15 
regional job fairs 
beginning this month 
through January aimed at 

minority college juniors 
and seniors The 
conferences bring 
together editors who want 
to hire with students who 
are seeking summer 
internships and full-times 
newsroom jobs For 
information and 
applications call Denise 
Johnson at ASNE, 703-648- 
1146 

People 

There are scores of hip 
new billboards 
encouraging New 
Jerseyans to "tighten up 
with the "E-Team" (energy 
conservation ) If you see 
them, think of Sheryl 
Hilliard 82, cause she's 
the creator. Last summer 
Sheryl left her post as 
managing editor of Black 
Enterprise magazine to 
team with her graphic 
artist husband Roger and 
do market 
communications design 
copywriting and 
advertising The "E-Team" 
promotion is for PSE&cG 
(Public Service Electric & 
Gas). Sheryl still has ties 
to BE She will serve as 
editor-at-large and a 
consultant 

Dear Reader: 
Your subscription renewal 
date now appears in the 
right corner of your mail¬ 
ing sticker(i.e „ if it reads 
6.88, renewal date is June 
1988. ) If you mailed your 
subscription but received 
a notice, our mail must have 
crossed. Please accept our 
thanks and apologies for 
the unecessary reminder 

Qubocribe Today! 
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News Climaie/Con t... 

lournalists attended the 
Sept 16 forum 
Spencer's remarks were 
the first public comments 
on the suit by Daily News 

management since the 
verdict 
He recommended that 
people read the transcript 
of the eight-week trial, a 
messy record of bigotry 
company mismangement, 
and questionable ethics on 
both sides 
Last April a federal jury 
said the newspaper did 
discriminate in salaries 
assignments and 
promotions from 1975-82 
against staffers Steve 
Duncan Dave Hardy Joan 
Shepard and Causeweil 
Vaughan, then retaliated 
against the employees 
when they complained 
Before a judgment was 
issued the newspaper 
settled with the four 
staffers for $3 million and 
absorbed at least $2 
million in legal fees 
About 10 black 

journalists have joined 
the Daily News staff since 
the management team has 
changed (35 of 425 
staffers are black Daniel 
Alterman, attorney for the 

four plaintiffs, said last 
summer). 
Spencer noted that there 

are 13 Latino journalists at 
the newspaper 
The panelists were 

managers Anthony Marro 
editor and senior vice 
president of Newsday: 
Carolyn Lee, picture 
editor The New York 
Times, Laurence 
O'Donnell associate editor 
The Wall Street Journal, 
attorney Alterman; and 
journalists Beatrice 
Garcia, The Wall Street 
Journal, Phyl Garland, 
professor, Columbia 
University Graduate 
School of Journalism and 

Education Writers.. 

The Eric Clearinghouse 
on Urban Education 
based at Teachers 
College Columbia 
University, has a 
number of publications 
available There is an 
Urban Diversity Series 
which include 
Computer Technology 

and Educational Equity ," 
an d M ust Th ev W ai t 
Another Generation9 
Hi spam cs and 
Secondary School 
Reform The Trends 
and Issues Series 
includes publications 

moderator Randall 
Pinkston of WCBS-TV 
Marro said a lesson 
learned was if 
management dictates that 
it is integrating the 
newsroom, the word must 
be communicated 
effectively to line editors, 
aka middle managment 
There are numerous 
newsroom stories of 
middle management 
undermining top editors 
regarding retention and 
career development of 
non-white journalists. 
Said Alterman 
newsrooms should be "safe 
havens" where minorities 

such as Towards 
Excellence An Urban 
Response to the 
Recommendations for 
School Reform" "Black 
Students and Private 
Schooling," and "Trends 
and Issues in Urban 
Education A Student- 
Based Perspective 
Write to the Eric 
Clearinghouse Box 40 
Teachers College, 
Columbia Universitv 
New York N Y 1002"T Or 
call 212-678-3433 

College Students... 

Applications for the 

can practice the craft. 
Marro also said that 

"affirmative action does 
not stop at the door" At 
Newsday, management 
took action to move non- 
whites into 
foreign, Washington, 
statehouse assignments, 
the editorial board and 
specialty beats 
Said Spencer, at the Daily 

News, the word now is 
communicated to line 
editors "with a long stick 
Line editors, it s not a cast 
of thousands we re talking 
about There's no bull— 
We get together and talk 

1%S National 
Association of Black 
journalists summer 
internship program 
can be obtained from 
Betty Winston Bave 
Write to her c/o The 
Courier-journal 825 W 
Broadway. Louisville, 
ILv 41J202 For 
applications for the 
1988 NABJ Scholarship 

program, write to 
Pamela Moreland c 'o 
Los Angeles Times, 
20000 Prairie St, 
Chatsworth, Calif. 91311 
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toTriple Internships in ’88 
By Wayne J. Dawkins 
ARLINGTON, Va. - The 
National Association of Black 
Journalists (NABJ) 
anticipates awarding at least 
nine summer internships to 
college students in 1988, 
triple the amount of 
internships awarded this 
year 
This development was 

announced at the fall NABJ 
board meeting here last 
month. 
The leap in the number of 
internships is the result of a 
commitment from the 
president of the Radio and 

Agitation for 
Fair Share 
of Ad Dollars 

Bv Karen M. Turner 
CINCINNATI - The National 
Association of Black Owned 
Broadcasters (NABOB) last 
September began a protest 
campaign against national 
advertisers, contending that 
black-owned stations have 
been discriminated against in 
the placement of advertising. 
NABOB picked Procter & 

Gamble Co., based here, as its 
first target. The company is 
America s largest advertiser 
and expects to spend $1.4 
billion this year on media. 
James J. Hutchinson Jr,, 
president of NABOB, contends 
that little of P&G's 

Television News Directors 
Association (RTNDA) to place 
five student interns with 
television and radio news 
operations next summer. Ernie 
Schultz, president of RTNDA, 
and NABJ President DeWayne 
Wickham struck the agreement 
during a recent meeting to 
discuss issues of mutual 
concern. 
One of NABJ's missions is to 
increase the numbers of 
working black journalists in 
all phases of news media. 
Schultz criticized his 

colleagues recently about the 
lack of minority 

advertising dollars are spent 
with black stations. Last year 
P&G spent $21.4 million (1.5 
percent! of its advertising 
budget for radio, according to 
Advertising Age, a trade 
magazine. About 90 percent of 
black-owned broadcast media 
are radio. 
"We have found that quiet 

diplomacy has not been 
productive with companies 
such as Procter & Gamble," 
said Hutchinson. "Therefore, 
we are making our concerns 
public to educate the black 
community about the 
companies whose products 
they purchase and the failure 
of those companies to do 
business with black-owned 
businesses." 
Representatives of NABOB 

and P&G were to meet last 
month. 
Discrimination in advertising 
is not limited to black-owned 
media, said Hutchinson. 

representation in broadcast 
media i’Brwadcastiac: 
Minority Fallout " Oct. 
BAN Newsletter). 
At September's RTNDA 

convention, a gathering of the 
nation s broadcast news 
decision makers, of 1,529 
registrants, only six were 
black. 
The five broadcast 
internships would be added to 
three existing NABJ 
internships. Internship 
chairwoman Betty Winston 
Baye said NABJ will attempt 
to place the NABJ interns with 
black-owned broadcast media 

White-owned radio stations 
with black formats also suffer. 
James L. Winston, executive 

director of NABOB, said the 
reason for the discriminatory 
practice is this: "the 

assumption is that a black 
listener (or viewer) is not 
worth the same as a white 
listener." 
According to Hutchinson, this 
kind of discrimination is the 
very reason why NABOB was 
formed 11 years ago. The 
Washington-based group 
represents 160 black-owned 
commercial radio stations and 
15 television stations in the 
United States. 

While we have seen some 
improvement in this problem, 
the improvements have come 
mostly as a result of 
confrontation, rather than 
enlightenment on the part of 
the advertising industry," 
Hutchinson said. 

outlets. In addition, USA 
TODAY and metropolitan 
newspapers in Boston, Detroit, 
Denver. Portland, Ore. and 
Greater New York have 
expressed interest in 
sponsoring interns. While 
NABJ anticipates a program of 
nine summer interns, as many 
as a dozen may be awarded. 
In order to generate a large, 

high quality pool of 
applicants, working 
journalists are urged to notify 
news organizations and college 
journalism and communication 
departments about the 
program. 
Deadline for completed 
applications is Dec. 15. 
Applications may be obtained 
at colleges and universities or 
by writing NABJ, P.O. Box 
17212, Washington. D.C. 
20041 (or call 703-648- 
1270). 
Competition is open to any 

black sophomore or junior 
enrolled in an accredited 
college or university. 
Applicants must be planning a 
career in the communications 
field and plan to be enrolled 

Continued on Page 4 
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Jobline 

The Joint Center lor Political 
Studies is looking for a boot 

editor to edit social, political and 
economic manuscripts At least 
five years ropy editing experience 

preferred, experience in 
production. The Joint Center is a 
national non-profit, nan-partisan 

organization that does research on 
public poliry issues of special 
interest to black Americans. 
Contact Frank Dexter tan at tbe 
Joint Center. 1301 Pennsylvania 
Avenue NW, suite 309. 
Washington. D C. 20004. Or call 

120?) 626-33*9 the University 
o! Illinois is looking lor a science 
writer to be Life Science 

Research Ed iter in the 
university s news bureau Would 
generate and coordinate national 

media coverage of outstand ing 
campus news and research In life 
sciences including agriculture, 

biology, bio-tech, genetics, 
environmental studies, psychiatry 
and veterinary medicine. Position 
available Jan. (.Requirements: 
Masters degree in journalism or 
equivalent professional 
experience. Send letter, resume 
and dips by Nov 16 to Connie 
Caffida, search coordinator. 

University of Illinois news bureau. 

"Crossroads: Bridging 
the Past and Future" is 
the 10th anniversary New 
York Association of Black 
Journalists Scholarship & 
Awards Celebration. It is 
Friday. Dec. 4 in the executive 
suite of the Harlem State 
Office Building, 125th Street 
and Adam Clayton Powell 
Blvd,. New York City. 
Three Stephen H. Gayle 

Memorial scholarships are to 
be awarded to outstanding 
college students. Gayle was 
editor of Black Enterprise 
Magazine when he died 
suddenly in 1982. He was a 
1972 graduate of the Columbia 
University School of 
Journalism. 
There will also be these 

awards: Best student essay, 
service awards to outstanding 
members of NYABJ and a 
lifetime achievement award to 
a veteran journalist. 

131 Daveoport House. 407 S. 
Wright Si, Champaign, III. 61420. 
Or calI(217) 333-1043 The 

Raleigh News & Observer has an 

opening lor a specialty editor 
who would supervise medical 
health, science and technology, 

religion and environmental 
reporters. The newspaper also 
anticipates several reporter 

openings Contact Ted Vaden, 
assistant managing editor. The 
News & Observer. 21.5 S McDowell 

S: . Raleigh, NC ?*,6QI Or call 

(919)429-4500. 

People 

Frank Dexter Brown, 41. 
joined the Joint Cpmer for 

Political Studies in Washington as 
an associate director of 

communications. Frank is 
responsible for press contacts and 

all publications coming out of the 
center. The Joint Center, 

established in 1970. provides 
independent, non-partisan 

analysis of public policy Issues of 
special interest to black 
Americans It publishes an annual 

roster of black elected officials, it 
recently published 'A Horse of a 
Different Color: Television's 
treatment of tbe Jesse Jackson 

Campaign " Frank encourages 
journalists to use tbe center as a 
source on social, political and 

economic issues. Call him at (202) 
626-3549. The WE IN THE 
BUSINESS Department ": Betty 

Winston Baye. '40. assistant 

city editor at The Louisville 
Courier-Journal Is teaching al tbe 

Pointer institute next March. Her 
mission' Ways lo improve 
communication between editors 

and reporters and reduce 
animosity. Betty is also teaching 
two journalism classes at Texas 
Womens College this fall as a 
visiting instructor ... "Inner City 
Blues" by Kenneth M. Jones, 
‘41, in last month's EM (Ebony 

Man) was a moving essay on 
continuing urban decay in Black 
America, it paints a grim, honest 

picture that Jones hopes will move 
many to positive action. 
.Marjorie Vaibrwn. 46. this 

month begins reporting lor the 

Fort Lauderdale News & Sun- 
Sentinei. She spent last summer in 
Washington working for the 

Academy of StatB and Local 
Government, an organization that 
does electorial, legal and public 
policy research for elected 
officials.....Earlene C. 
McMichaei. ‘47. is on tbe middle 
stop of a one-year reporter trainee 
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program (Capital Cities) that will 
take her through three newsrooms 

Last month she began her stint at 

The Kansas City Times (200.000 
rlrc.) after working the summer at 

The Oakland Press (76,000 circ.) 
In Pontiac. Mich Next February 

through June Earlene is scheduled 

to work at Shortine Newspapers in 
Guilford. Conn She was chosen for 
the minority training program out 
of 500 applicants and 23 

finalists.A father 'breast¬ 
feeding his daughter? In tbe Sept. 
27 Washington Post Magazine. Jill 

Nelson. ‘40. delivered the story 
of Howard University Hospital s 
Dr. Alfred Goldson. He invented 
the Baby Bonder, a lerryclotti and 
fleece bib with fake breasts. Any 
adult can wear the bib and insert a 
baby bottle through nipple 
openings in tbe bib and simulate 
breast-feeding. Why? Breast¬ 
feeding is crucial to infant 

bonding and Goldson s invention 
was a chance for deals to gel in on 
the act Also late in September, 

fei low Post writer James 
McBride. ‘40, put down his pen a 
moment and picked up his 

saxophones to play a gig in 
Washington with his New York 
band The Members We're sure the 

joint was jumpin'. 

Tickets are $50. It covers the 
cost of cocktails (6 p.m.), 
dinner & awards ceremony (7 
p.m ), an after party (9 p.m. - 
until) and parking. NYABJ is 
selling ad space in a souvenir 
journal. For information, call 
Dell Omega Grant < 212) 281 - 
7036 or Yanick Rice (718) 
797-0481. 

Getting to know 
you: students, 
alumni meet 
About a dozen students from 
the current Columbia J-school 
class and alumni were 
acquainted Oct. 11 at a brunch 
husied by Alison France. 85 
in New York. This decade it 
has become tradition for an 
alumnus to host an informal 
brunch or dinner for incoming 
Third World students with 
recent alumni so students can 
ask questions and get 

impressions of the hectic j- 
school experience from people 
who have been through it. 
Alumni including France (New 
York Times), Edna Natron. 87 
(Newsday), and David 
Peterkin. 82 (WNYW-TV), 
counseled students on how to 
best cope with master s 
project (thesis) and spring job 
hysteria; suggested leads and 
sources for masters projects; 
and urged students to listen to 
certain kinds of advice from 
instructors with a strong dose 
of skepticism. One student 
told of a young professor who 
called her at home to 
discourage her from taking 
another professor's class. The 
disparaging and 
unprofessional remarks by the 
instructor did not match 
recollections by alumni. 
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Survey 
This newsletter steadily grows and improves and we are proud of that. The Black 
Alumni Network serves a diverse readership. Because of this, we need your help We 
would like to hear your comments and suggestions so we can better serve you. Please 
complete this survey and return it to us ASAP. We knew you're busy, but please, 
don t put us aside with the utility bill This takes only a couple minutes. 

1. What do you read this newsletter for most? 

Select three. Number in order of importance, one being tops. 
a. Announcements, calendar 
b. J-school news 
c. Jobline 
d. Media industry news 
e. People 
f. Opinion columns, essays 

2. Suggest how this newsletter can better serve you: 

3. Other general comments about newsletter (i.e. format, content, frequency). 

4 What field are you in? 

5. If in media, how many years experience do you have? 

6, Gender: male, female 

7. Age range: 
a. under 25 
b. 26-30 
c 31-35 
d. 36-40 
e. 41-45 
f. 46-50 
g. over 50 

8, Are you a Columbia University journalism graduate? 

Please return to BAN Survey, 607 E. Church Lane, B-23. Phila.. Pa, 19144-1420 

The 17 X 
solution: 

Subcribe to Black 
Alumni Network for 
two years instead of 
one and save. 

Dear Reader. 
Your subscription renewal 
date now appears in the 
right corner of your mail¬ 
ing stickerli.e., if it reads 
6.88, renewal date is June 
1988. ) If you mailed your 
subscription but received 
a notice, our mail must have 
crossed. Please accept our 
thanks and apologies for 
the unecessary reminder 

SutecrjfrgJfldayl 

Name_ 
Organization. 
Address_ 
City/State_ 

_Title_ 
.Phone_ 
-Zip. 

One year of BAN Newsletter: $15, Two years: $25 
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Internships/Con t... 

in school for the 1988-89 
school year. 
Also, earlier deadlines were 
instituted for college students 
interested in applying for a 
1988-89 NABJ Scholarship. 
The new application deadline 
is March 31.1988. Winners 
will be announced in May. 
Eight $2,500 scholarships 
were awarded last year For 
information, write to NABJ 
headquarters. 
Symposium 
Announced 
NABJ plans to set up a bi¬ 

coastal symposium next 
February recognizing the 20th 

anniversary or the Kerner 
Commission report on civil 
disorders. The symposium is 
to begin in New York City Feb 
22-23 and continue in Los 
Angeles Feb. 25-26. The West 
Coast segment will conclude 
on the weekend of the winter 
NABJ board meeting. The 
symposium is expected to 
feature a mini-documentary 
with the original commission 
members, and panels of 
journalists who witnessed the 
events that sparked the 
report. 
The Kerner Commission was 

appointed by President 
Lyndon B. Johnson after major 

cities exploded in flames 
during the riots of the late 
1960s. The commssion 
criticized the news media for 
maintaining a segregated 
industry. Twenty years later, 
while hundreds of news 
organizations have been 
desegregated, many still fail 
to reflect the communities 
they serve. The symposium is 
expected to assess the effect 
of the Kerner report on 
American society 20 years 
later. Details are expected to 
be announced later this 
month. 

In other action, the board 
approved, with conditions, a 
process that establishes a 
line-item budget that would 
run on a calendar year 
schedule instead of the 
existing fiscal year schedule 

(the current budget runs from 
Aug. 1 to July 31). 
The budget presented to the 
board by NABJ President 

^Wickham projected expenses 
at $294,000. Revenues would 
come from membership dues, 
convention income, job bank 
subscriptions and advertising 
revenues from the quarterly 
NABJ Journal. 

The board approved the budget 
with the exception of line 
items for salaries, which 
include filing a position for a 
program director, who would 
report to executive director 
Carl Morris. The board wanted 
further discussion to define 
the salary and 
responsibilities of a program 
director. 

Speaking Out for Martin Luther King. 
_ Katherine Fanning of ASNE 
In September NABJ sent a said it was too late for her 
letter to the president of the organization to withdraw, but 
American Society of 
Newspaper Editors (ASNE), 
criticizing the organization 
for its decision to hold a 

agreed to meet with NABJ 
President Wickham to discuss 
cooperative projects. 
Also Wickham sent a letter to 

regional minority opportunity the chairman of the 
job fair that month in Arizona. Congressional Black Caucus to 
At the time there was a express concern over reports 
national effort to discourage ol verbal and physical abuse 
organizations from doing of journalists Ethel Payne and 
business in Ar izona because Alfreda Madison during last 
of the governor s decision this month s Caucus dinner. NABJ 
year to cancel a state holiday was waitng for a response. 

Next Month: 

Sporting life 
or, 
tote that 
barge... 
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P&G urged to 

advertise 

through black 

stations 

CINCINNATI - Procter & 
Gamble, America's largest 
advertiser, this year 
nearly doubled the 
amount of money spent 
in advertising with 

black-owned media this 
past fiscal year. 
Procter & Gamble spent 

$1.4 million, up from 
$570,000 in 1985-86. 

The increase is only 1 
percent of P&G’s $1.4 
billion total advertising 
budget. 

Black broadcasters 
recently told P&G that 
they should be investing 
more, because black 
people spend $1 billion a 
year on P&G products, 
soaps and cleansers. 

The broadcasters group 
this fall began a protest 
campaign against 
national advertisers, 
contending black-owned 
stations have been 
discriminated against in 
the placement of 
advertising ["Agitation 

for Fair Share of Ad 
Dollars," November 
newsletter]. P&G was the 
first target. 

Members of the National 
Association of Black 
Owned Broadcasters and 
P&G, which is based here, 
met late last October. 
Both sides agreed to 
continue discussions this 
month. 
The National Association 

of Black Owned 
Broadcasters, formed 11 
years ago, represents 160 
comericial radio stations 
and 15 television stations 
nationwide. 

-- Karen M. Turner 

Veterans of 

the press 

share wisdom 

with the young 

By Wayne J. Dawkins 
NEW YORK - They are 
deans of Afro-American 
journalists. 

Ethel Payne says "I have 
a box seat on history," 
and her 37 years work as 
a reporter and 
correspondent prove it. 

"You're looking perhaps 
at the two most 
sacreligious journalists in 
history," 
sportswriter Sam Lacy, 
84, wryly told about 30 
people last month. 

Lacy was brave enough 
to lobby from the 
pressbox for the 
desegregation of 
American professional 
sports. He helped open 
the door for Jackie 
Robinson and hundreds 
of black pro athletes who 
would flow into the 
mainstream. 

Payne reported from the 
halls of Congress and the 
White House and 
challenged the political 
powers to dismantle 
barriers of segregation 
against black Americans. 
She's covered seven 
presidents during her 
career, starting with 
Dwight Eisenhower. 
Payne and Lacy 

reflected on their careers 
during a program at the 

Continued on Page 2 
Raising Arizona? Page 4 



Black journalists: return to school 
Students need your wisdom and encouragement 

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ~ Her 
face seemed so familiar, 
and after a quick mental 
search, I realized that she 
strongly resembled a 
little girl I had watched 
grow up back in New 
York. 
There she stood among a 

circle of young students, 
but unlike the others 
who had gathered around 
me 

Opinion 
By Betty Winston Baye 

that day, Vicky has 
responsibilities that go 
far beyond mere worry 
about boys or grades. 
Vicky is 30 years old, the 
single mother of five 
and a newcomer to 
college. She dosen't have 
the financial or spiritual 

Veteran's Wisdom 

Con't. 

Schomburg Center for 
Research in Black Culture. 
It was sponsored by the 
New York Association of 
Black Journalists. 
Payne, 76, reported for 

the Chicago Defender. She 
covered Washington, the 
Civil Rights movement, 
the Nigerian Civil War 
and Vietnam. 

During a career spread 
over a half century, Lacy 
was a Washington radio 
sports commentator, 
sports editor of the 
Chicago Defender and a 
sports journalist for 
WBAL-TV, Baltimore. He 
currently writes a 
column for the Baltimore 
Afro-American 
newspaper. 

support that many of her 
classmates do. For 
example, she explained 
that her mother and 
siblings actually think 
she's rather foolish for 
wanting so desperately to 
get a college degree. 

WhenV i c k y was in high 
school, she dreamed of 
becoming a professional 
dancer. She had an 
opportunity to leave her 
hometown and go to New 
York to study. She stayed 
home, however, because 
she said, "My mother told 
me that nobody would V 
hire a dark-skinned girl 
to be a dancer." 
Now,Vickyaspires to be 

a journalist. 
As I chatted with this 

young woman, many 
things came to mind. 

First I thought about 
how often it is that well- 
meaning, and sometimes 

B oth elders had advice 
for the younger 
newspeople who listened 
intently. "Be a journalist," 
said Lacy "not just a 
reporter. 

"A reporter tells a face 
of a story. A journalist 

Reporters tell a face 

of a story. Journalists 

go a step further. 

— Sam Lacy 

goes a step further." 
Payne, a product of the 

black-owned press, 
cautioned young black 
journalists who now 
work in white-owned 
media about being 
overanxious to please 
their organizations by 

not so well-meaning 
parents and friends, 
tapdance on young 
dreams. I thought about 
how many thousands of 
young blacks there are 
like Vicky who get turned 
around early for reasons 
they often do not 
understand until much 
later in life. 

For some unfortunately, 
that understanding 
comes too late. But, for 
others likeVicky, there is 
still time. 
In reality though, the 

icky'sof the world 
cannot make it all by 
themselves. They need 
support, they need 
contacts, and they need 
people to have faith and 
to encourage them. 

Having metVickyand 
dozens of other young 
blacks in high schools 
and colleges who aspire 

writing negative stories 
about black newsmakers 
and institutions. 
She was responding to a 

question about the 
infamous "Hymietown" 
remark in 1984 by 
presidential candidate 
Jesse Jackson that was 
disclosed by Milton 
Coleman, a black 
Washington Post 
reporter. Payne said the 
reporter was sloppy in 
disclosing the 
information a month 
after hearing it first 
hand, and dishonest in 
not writing about the 
controversy himself, but 
instead passing the 
information along to a 
white reporter. "It was 
an example of blacks 
being used to perpetuate 
denunciation of other 
blacks," she said. 
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to be journalists, I am 
more convinced than 
ever that we who profess 
to want to bring ethnic 

parity to America's 
newsrooms must go back 
to school. 
We must go back to 

teach. 
We must go back to 

remind ourselves that 
life ain't no crystal stair 
for many, many of our 
young brothers and 
sisters. 
We must go back to be 

role models and mentors. 
We must go back to 

listen to young people 
and to really hear what 
they're saying because 
their reality is different 
than that of those of us 
who are over 30 and 
believe we know the 
ropes. 
We must go back to tell 

those wishing to follow in 
our footsteps that being a 
journalist is not easy in 
any case, but it is often 
especially difficult for 
those who are not white, 

Continued on Page 4 
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NABJ 
Roundup 

The National Association 
of Black Journalists plans 
to purchase stock in 13 
media corporations. The 
purchases, in three major 
television networks, The 
Washington Post and 
other media 
conglomerates, is 
intended to give the 
organization access to 
annual meetings where it 
can raise concerns on its 
agenda. 

"I think this is a natural 
evolution for us to do 
this," NABJ President 
DeWayne Wickham, told 
black journalists in 
Washington recently. 
Wickham is also eyeing 

a reminder. 

Black Alumni 
Network Survey. 

In last month's issue, our 
questionaire asked for 
your comments and 
recommendations for 
making this newsletter a 
better one. 

We've heard from some 
of you, but we're waiting 
to hear from many more 
of you. 

Your views are very 
important to us. Please 
complete the 
questionaire on page 3 of 
the November issue and 
return it to us before Dec. 
31, 1987. 

If you need a survey, write 
us and we'll send you one. 

the creation of a "legal 
defense project" which 
would be able to file 
amicus briefs and 
provide legal assistance 
to persons fighting 
discrimination suits 
against media companies. 
Joe Davidson of The Wall 
Street Journal was 
appointed to work on 
that proposal. 

Furthermore: 
* NABJ is setting up a 

computerized job bank. 
* NABJ established a 

matching grant program 
for regions and task 
forces in need of funding 
for projects. Matching 
grants of up to $1,000 

will be distributed twice 
a year — in May and 
October — from a 
$10,000 fund. Grant 
proposals may be 
submitted to the national 
office (Box 17212, 
Washington, D.C. 20041). 

* Sam Fulwood (Atlanta 
Journal); Michael Days 
(Philadelphia Daily News) 
and Tony Cox (KTTV, Los 
Angeles) are heading up 
the effort to produce 
NABJ's bi-coastal 
symposium on the 20th 
anniversary of the 
Kerner Commission next 
year. 

* Lynn Norment (Ebony) 
and Sharon Stevens 
(KTVI, St. Louis) are co¬ 
chairwomen for the 1988 
national convention in St. 
Louis next August. 

* Carmen Fields (WGBH, 
Boston) and Sidmel Estes- 
Sumpter (WAGA, 
Atlanta) are working on a 
how-to booklet for 
putting on regional 
conferences. 

from The Boston 
Association of Black 
Journalists News and the 
Washington Association of 
Black Journalists 
Newsletter. 

Temple University 
Radio-Television-Film 
Department 

School of 
Communications 

& Theater 

The Radio-Television-Film 
Department of Temple University 
invites applications for tenure track 
faculty positions combining expertise 
in the following areas: documentary 
film/video production, television 
production, writing for the media, 
broadcast news, communication 
theory, and mass media studies. 

Candidates should have prior 
professional and/or teaching 
experiences, with a commitment to 
both undergraduate and graduate 
instruction. Rank and salary for all 
positions are dependent upon 
qualifications and experience. 

Women and minority candidates are 
encouraged to apply. 

A letter of application, current resume 
and names, addresses and phone 
numbers of three references should 
be sent to: 

Professor Herbert S. Dordick, chair 
Radio-Television-Film Department 
Temple University 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19122 

Applications must be received by 
December 11, 1987 to be 
guaranteed consideration. 

TEMPLE 
UNIVERSITY 



Return to 

School/Con’t 

because in many 
instances, venturing into 
a newsroom can be like 
going to a foreign land 
knowing nothing but 
English. 

Black students who 
aspire to be journalists 
must know that despite 
the best efforts of many, 
there continue to be 
newsrooms in America 
where the reporters, 
editors, producers and 
news directors are hostile 
to the presence of all who 
are not white. 
It is just a sad fact of life 

in America, at least, that 
racism is alive and well 
and is not limited to 

Editors 

reject Arizona 

The American Society of 
Newspaper Editors 
(ASNE) voted late last 
October against holding 
its nominating committee 
meeting in Tempe, Ariz., 

in protest to the racial 
policies of the 
administration of Gov. 
Evan Mecham. 

The meeting was 
rescheduled in another 
state. 

In a memo last month to 
ASNE officers, Executive 
Director Lee Stinnett 
described a reply from a 
Mecham spokesman this 
way: "He said he wouldn't 
respond in writing, but 
he would get various 
"civil rights" figures to 
respond.In any event, 
it is clear that our 
communication was 
received." 

those who officially 
belong to the Ku Klux 
Klan and Neo Nazi groups. 

Yet despite those 
realities, we must tell 
aspiring journalists that 
this business of mass 
communications; this 
business of helping shape 
public opinion; this 
business of exposing the 
good and evils of our 
society and other 
societies, is just too 
important not to fight to 
get into and stay. 
Back in those classrooms 

and auditoriums, we 
must look our young 
people in the eyes and 
remind them of the 
tremendous debt we and 
they owe to those who 
scrubbed floors until 
their hands were raw, 

Last September, NABJ 
criticized ASNE for its 
decision to hold a 
regional minority job fair 
in Arizona. At the time 
there was a national 
effort to discourage 
organizations from doing 
business in Arizona 
because of Gov. Mecham's 
decision this year to 
cancel a state holiday for 
Martin Luther King. ASNE 
told NABJ that it was too 
late to withdraw from 
the jobs program but the 
organization agreed to 
meet and discuss 
cooperative projects. 

The 17 % 

solution: 

Subcribe to Black 
Alumni Network for 
two years instead of 
one and save. 

No society moves far 
without dreamers. 
Our young must 
struggle to make 
their dreams 
realities; we should 
nurture them. 

who picked cotton until 
there was no more cotton 
to pick, who shucked 
corn, and who 
demonstrated, picketed, 
went to jail and died so 
that we could move from 
the back to the front of 
the bus. 

Indeed, we who are 
older must go back to 
school to tell those 
coming behind us that 
despite the progress that 
has been made and the 
money and fame enjoyed 
by some, the struggle is 
far from over. 
The struggle will not be 

over as long as there are 

young people like Vicky 
in big cities and small 
towns; north and south 
and east and west, who 
need to know that no 
society moves far 
without dreamers. 
Vicky and millions like 
her are entitled to dream, 
but they also must know 
that when the morning 
comes, they must 

struggle to make those 
dreams realities. 

Indeed, as one ex-slave 
and great black 
journalist, Frederick 
Douglass, once said, 
"Power concedes nothing 
without a demand. It 
never did and it never 
will." 

The writer recently served 

as a journalist-in¬ 

residence at Texas Womans 

College in Denton, Texas. 



Jobline 

The American Society of 

Newspaper Editors 

(ASNE) is holding two 

minority job fairs in the 

Northeast, Dec. 11-12 in 

the Boston area and Jan. 

22-23 in Philadelphia. 

Each fair offers career 

opportunities in all areas 

of the newspaper 

business: the newsroom 

(reporting, copy editing 

and photography), and 

the business side 

(advertising sales; 

circulation/distribution; 

finance; graphic arts; 

marketing; production 

management. The fairs 

are open to juniors, 

seniors, graduate 

students and working 

professionals. Meals and 

hotel rooms will be 

provided for out-of-town 

participants. Space is 

limited so register early. 

For the January fair, call 

(215) 854-4813. In 

Boston call (617) 685- 

1000 ASAP. 

People 

David J. Dent, '82, 
is now reporting at 

WKRN-TV (ABC), 

Nashville, after working 

1 1/2 years at The ABC 

affiliate in Greensboro, 

N.C.Jacquelyn 
Gray, '86, is reporting 

for the Milwaukee 

Journal after working at 

The Baltimore 

Sun.Have you 

moved? Changed 

jobs? 

Have some 

interesting news for 

us? Let us know. 

Stephen H. Gayle 

(1947 - 1982) 

remembered 

Three New York area 

students this month are 

to receive $1,500 

scholarships each in 

memory of Stephen H. 

Gayle at the New York 

Association of Black 

Journalists 10th 

Anniversary Scholarship 

& Awards Celebration. 

Mr. Gayle, 34, a 1972 

graduate of the Columbia 

University School of 

Journalism, was editor of 

Black Enterprise 

Magazine when he died 

suddenly in Julyl982. 

During his journalism 

career, Mr. Gayle worked 

as a correspondent for 

Newsweek and reporter 

for the New York Post. 

The program is Friday, 

Dec. 4, 7 p.m. in the 

executive suite of the 

Harlem State Office 

Building, 125th Street 

and Adam Clayton Powell 

Blvd., New York City. 

Tickets are $50. 

For information, call 

(212) 281-7036 or 283- 

5427. 

Dear Reader: 
Your subscription renewal 

date now appears in the 

right corner of your mail¬ 

ing sticker(i.e., if it reads 

6.88, renewal date is June 

1988.) If you mailed your 

subscription but received 

a notice, our mail must hav< 

crossed. Please accept our 

thanks and apologies for 

the unecessary reminder. 

December 15 is the application deadline for the National Association 

of Black Journalists 1988 Summer Internship Program. College students, 

write to NABJ, Box 17212, Washington, D.C. Or call 703-648-1270. 

Subscribe Today! 

Name_ 
Organization_Title_ 
Address_Phone_ 
City/State_Zip. 

One year of BAN Newsletter: $15; Two years: $25 
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Players, press 
go head to head 

on racial issues 

By Esther Iverem 

NEW YORK - Black 

athletes are held to a 

higher standard than 

their white counterparts. 

They have less power to 

control organized sports 

and are often treated 

insensitively — if not in a 

subtlely racist manner — 

by newspaper 

sportswriters and 

television sportscasters, 

said a panel of black 

sportswriters and pro 

athletes. 

"Blacks can't be 

ordinary," said Roger 

Jackson, one of five 

panelists in an October 

program sponsored by 

the New York Association 

of Black Journalists. 

"Keith Hernandez (New 

York Mets infielder) and 

other athletes have taken 

drugs, but none of them 

will bear the stigma as 

will Dwight Gooden. 

Gooden will bear the 

stigma for the rest of his 

life." Jackson, a reporter 

for Sports Illustrated, 

was describing a series of 

disclosures this year 

which culminated in the 

Mets pitcher being 

treated for cocaine use 

and being roundly 

criticized. 

Former National Football 

League star Calvin Hill, 

New York Jets defensive 

back Harry Hamilton, and 

City Sun sportswriter 

Anthony Carter Paige 

joined Jackson on the 

panel. William Rhoden, a 

New York Times 

sportswriter, was 

moderator. 

"There is a perception 

among NFL management 

that the drug problem is 

a black problem," said 

Hill, a former running 

back for the Dallas 

Cowboys and Cleveland 

Browns and now a 

financial consultant. "I 

Tote that barge? 

Black athletes have 

little control over 

organized sports, an 

apparent source of 

many problems. "We 

are the performers, 

not the policy 

makers," says former 

NFL star Calvin Hill. 

think if you go looking 

for a problem in a certain 

place, that's where you 

are going to find it." 

Similarly, the panelists 

said, outstanding black 

athletes are still often 

touted by sportswriters 

as having "natural talent" 

while white players are 

referred to as "smart" 

and "hard workers." 

Hill and the other 

speakers said that the 

fact that blacks have 

little control over 

organized sports is a 

source of many problems. 

"We are the performers, 

not the policy makers," 

he said. 
Of the 74 major league 

football, baseball and 

basketball teams, none is 

owned by a black person. 

"My son often asks me 

what position I would 

play on a basketball team 

and I tell him I would be 

the owner," said Paige of 

The City Sun, a black- 

owned New York City 

weekly. "Because, when 

you are the owner, you 

control things." 
The discussion between 

the panelists and about 

40 people branched into 

a myriad of topics related 

to the role of sports in 

the black community. 

Some said that control in 

sports starts not with 

ownership at the major 

league level but with the 

minds of young, aspiring 

black athletes who must 

be taught self-respect 

and positive values — 

such as their 

reponsibility to their 

communities. 
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